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Uotes On 

HEGEL'S PHENOMENOLOGY* 

The whole of the Phenomenology, with its six stages of consciousnesa, can 
be divided into two major d_epartment~.: I. Comprising Consciousness. Self-Conscious
ness and Reason, being the summation". "of:" both the relationship to, or rather aware
ness of, a world outside oneself through feudalism to the bcgi~~ing of capitalism, 
i.e.t commercial capitalism; and It. comprising Spirit, Religion. and Absolute 
Knowledge, which takes us from. industrial capitalism end its ideological predccea_.:. 
sora covering the field from ~ristianity through the enlightenment to ~he Jacobina 
of the Fr~nch Revolution, all the way to "the "new society" (Absolute Knmrlledge) 
with ito 'predecessor" in Greek .. art and the Greek city-state_. · 

In the case "of S.ubdivision I., once we have ·gone front. co•.:sciousness-
whfatber th4t's only first aw.arcness of things (sense-certSinty.> ·Or perception;) or 
actual understanding where the forces of the world· of· appciaranl:e with .. i_ts laws 
whi!:h "leav':'. out t~eir specific character, n .... we itmDediatelY enter the· true rela":" 
tionship between people ·and not just things. Thua 1 ~n·self·~~nseiousness we are· 
thrust into a production relationship--lordship and bondage. So that ·once the 
bondaman ga.i.!l& 11& m~nd of·.his own 1 u he is .compelled, to see that. there is more to 
freedom than either ·at.ubberiineso •r .Q mind. of. one•s·,mm •.. :111urt:~is· to .• aily, ·if £ree
dcr.n is. not "a type .of. freedom which does ·not get beyond· thO' attitude Of .bondage,'' 
it must first now confront objective reality; Otherwise, a mtnd of liis awn would . 
be little UlOre than 118 rJ..ece of clevernesS which has mastery WithiD. a certain .: .. 
range, but not over. the. universal power nor over the entire ·objective reality.'! 
(p. 240) . . . . . . . 

. . . 
In the struggle ,to realize freedom; we confront var"f.ou~ ~ttitudes of mind 

that .!2WiS!" beroic, but are in fact adaptations ·.to. one or soothE!:: form of aervitude. 
Thus, stoicimra iS· nothin8 more, Hegel remindS. us, thaD.· "a $eneral form· of ·the· 
world's spirit, only in a time of univers8t"'.!Oar· and bondsge,n (p. 245). · · · 

Even s~epticism, Hegel tells u·s, lt'tlich corresponds to some form ·of iD.de
peD.dent consciousness,. is very negative ·1.n' its Sttitu~e.~. so t!JU_Ch ·so that it leads 
to nothing b~t "the giddy whirl of a perpetually self-creating disorder;~• (p. 249) 
That is why both stoicism and okepticism lead to nothing but the Unhappy Conscious
nes.s, or Alienated Soul .• 

The interesting thing about this unhappy. consciousness for thS Christian 
philosopher, Hegel, is that it b a description not only of the disintegration of 
the Roman l!mpire, bu.t the Roman l!mpire at a timo when it bad adopted Cbdstianity ·· 
to try to save all from the debacle. Of course 1 the Lutheran in Hegel may have · 
consoled himself by the fact that this Christianity, :is the Cbdstianity ·of the 
Boraiao in Renaissance Italy, was "Catholic," arid it l'eally was· not· u:ntil the : 
Reformation, etc,, etc. We are not interested in any r8t:1ocalill'.at:!.on·, but in ·the~·' 
object!.ve pull upon tho mind of a genius which describes this individually ·free· 
person with hia unhappy consciousness as ·a "personality confined within ita narrow 

Reael '• Ph~nCXDOnology of Mind, Translated with an Introduction by J,B, Baillie, 
Unwin l'llblbhoro, .1931, · 
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self and it'.: petty activity, a pers~itality brooding over itself, as unfortunate as 
it is pitiably destitute." (p. 264) You will recall that in M•rxism and Freedom, 
I have a footnote on this whi#(~seR the specific personalities of the old radicals 
who cannot find a place for themselves in bourgeois society or in the movement as 
examples of this unhappy conaciousness. Be that as it may, Hegel'S point is that 
until this alienAted soul has '1stripped itself of its Ego," it will not be able to 
execute the leap to Reason. ~ 

Before Ye proceed to R,e.~S:~n, however,. let 1 s ·retrace our steps b~ck to the 
Preface and the Introduction wllich, .in a ~ery great sense, also comprise his .cOo
clustons. At 0:ny rate, it is a 'coD.atant paean to 11c.eSseless activity," 11equal: 
necessity of all moments,u which constituted the "l!fe.of the wholeu; which, h~
ever, cannot be seen. b~fore being 13een; that is to say, 'it· iS all a qt.t_estion of a 
process of 1'working the matter out_,·u on which the purpose depends. ~.io constant 
emphasis on process, on exper!eru:e (the experlence of Consciousness no less than 
"objective" experience) of self-development that must have, naY, iDUS"t 'go through 
"the seriousr,ess, the suffering, the patience, and the labor of the. negative, 11 that 

·must not take "easy contentment in receiving, or sti~giness in the givlng"--all of 
which signify 11a birth-time and a per-iod of e,ransition11--amounts to th·e very rea
son for being of Dialectics and Absolute Knowledge in his principle "that, "every
thing depends on grasping and expreaoittg the ultimate .truth not as Substance but 
as Subject as well." (pp. ,80~81) , · · · 

The work, th.~ purpOsiVe -4CI;.~vitY, the
1 
media::ion,.,thc self-directive· proceas, 

the subject in the objective movement, and the objective movement in the' subject 
or mind which Hegel calls Science ia· in fact not 'only a Preface· to!!!!. Philosophy, 
but· to the .. ent:i.T~ humap &pirit ·as 'it h~P 'deyeloped thrOUgh· thousands. ·of years, 
historically, nationally, intemstionally, and as it is going to develop· via oppo· 
~ing .!!!. contemporary philosophies' froin mysticism to Ksntianiam--all this on the . 

. day after, so to spca!t, the French Revolution, which deman.dli the r~organizstion of 
oll previous· "thOUght. lVith llegel, "immanent" rhythm .ond _strenuous _toil are one 
and' the samoc thing. And finally, the msn· puts his faith in the public' rather than 
the philosophers, 11 those •representatives 1 who are like the dead burying·· thei.r 
de.ad." (p. 130) This .msn was. really saying, ':To heli ilith' all parties (represen
tatives) uho are OJJt "to lead~" And. instead, .he wSs heviilg a pathway to Science 
which would reach 11a position whr~%-e, in cons.equ~nce, its exposition cC!incides with 

· just this very'point, this very stage of th~· science proper of· mind •. ·And finally • 
when it. grasps' this, its own essence, it.wi'"ll connote the nature of 'absolut·e· know ... 
ledge itself.:' (p. 145) · 

To return to the last section of this first major divf.sion-·-Reason--we see 
here the first Hegelian development· of actuality, t.hat is to say, the reality .of 
the objective world and .the realt'ty of thought. The historic period is the one 
which preceded hi:: .C"'.=.'"n, or ta':c pc_ricd b~fo~e tho:! F!'-:!neh .. Revotntion. 'There is;.an 
·.awak1!ning of the scientific world of thoUght which sees beyond the ·esnP:f.rical,· but 
cannot unify the objective .and subjective. He hits e:ut:agsinst; both Kent's "Table 
of-Catcgories 11 and the 11Abstract empty idealism11 of "Fich'te. Of Kant's discovory 

'he '&aya·, 11But to pick up the various catcgori~s again in anY sOrt of way as a kind 
of happY" find, ·bit; upon, e.g., in tlie different judgments., and then to be content 
so to acH:'"ept "them, must rea~ly be regarded as a~ outl"'a.ge ·:on scientific thinking. 11 

(p, 277) 

He, therefore,.: proceeds to examine the ,process. of observation, both of 
organic nature and of self-consciousness. Tlu~ sec·tt'onS on .the 'so-called taws of 
thought are quite hilarious, and are a perfect slap at modem· psychOanalysis,- of 
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which he knew nothing then. Indeed, if anyone thinks that the very .long secticn 
on Phrenology merely reveals the backward state of science at that time, and not 
our age, he fails to understand that thought or, for that· matter, feeling, have no 
meaning apart from the reality with which thought is concerned, and Yhich builds 
up "feelings." 

Although we ere in the realm of the phenomenal, reality and thought are so 
inseparable, practical reason as well as theoretical combine to show the inade
quacies of mere observation, which does not mean that purposive activity can do 
away with one-sided subjective idealism. On the contrary, the criticisms of Rous
seau and the whole Romantic MoVement, which Hegel makes under the heading, 11'l'he 
Law of the Heart, and the Frenzy of Self-Coc.ceit.," apply t• the lab":- bureaucrat 
and his "earnestness of 6 high purpose~ wbi~h seeks its pleasure in displa)'ing the 
excellence of (his) o~m true nature, aD.d in bringing about the welfare of mankind." 
(p. 392) When it meets up.against mankind's opposition to this personal interpre
tation, "the heart.-throb for the welfa1·e of mankind passes therefore into the rage 
of frantic self-conceit, into the ·futy of consciousness to preserve itself from 
destnction." (p. 397) · · .· 

.It is at this point .that individualis:m tried to take refuge "in ·t_he concept 
of "virtue." Row many.windbags, frtmi Castro to some C~f our best friends, are not 
included in the following beautiful passage: 11Th~ vacuousness of this rhetorical 
eloquence in_eonflict ~th the world's process would be ·at once discovered if it 
were to 'be eta ted wl)at a+l its. eloquen_t "phratles .amOunt ~o." They arc therefOre 
assumed to be £amitiar"and well-understood. The rcqu~st to say Wh&t, thenj this 
rwell-kn~n 1 i~ would, be eithe_!. met by a riew swell C?f ph:rases, o.r in reply there 

Would be an appeal to the 'heart~ "which 1inwardly 1- tellll. what they mean-~hich is 
t_antamourit Loan admisSion of inability to say what the; meaning is."··(p. 410) 

As Rege1. t.its 01~t- -:.gainst this form Of self-e:~pJ;"ession, he digs deep into 
the objective- bas~._ ._'W,.; reach here. the section· which could ·equally describe Mao's 
China, CaStro's CubS:,- &nd Dj.ilaS 1 counter-thesis to the new class, which H8gel 
ca'lts 11Self-Contained Individuals Associated as a Community of Anf.mgle and the · 
Deception Thence Arisiog: The Real Fact." This .section sho~ld be studied in detail, 
especially so pages 434-438, on the 11Honeoty" or -11Honorableness 11 of t~is type of 
consciousness which, actually, Oince it concerns a reality not involving action, 
but merely gOod luck, is summed up simply as follows: "The true meaning of Chis 

· 
1 Hon~sty,_l however, lie.s in not beiO&..so honest as it seems." (p. 4.34) By the 
time Regel gets through exposing the deception of himself, as wel"l as of others, 
his conclusion is an uncompromising one: "The moments of individuality ·which were 
taken as subject one a_fter another by this unreflective. incoherent stage ~f con-
sciousness· •••• 11 (p. 438) · · 

. 1be second major subdi~sion--Spirit-~is the cornerstone of the entire 
work. Since alienation baa by no means disappeared with the·-nrealization of 
Reaeon," i.e., the rise of industria'! capi\:aliAnl, we get here the really revolu .. 
tio~ry impact of _the dislecti~al" philosophy which refuses to be confined even 
-where the sciences have been liberated,· the individual has been: fraed, and pro_
duction "pragresseo," 

Whether it's nation and the family, "laY and order11 (legal status), or 
the moral laws and eth-ical action that proceeds w~th both. guilt ~nd destiny, we 
find that Perso~ality or the master and lord of the world, the power of destruc• 
tion, continues. lndeed, Hegel is here dealing with what he calls "titanic 
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excess" (p. 505), not only insofar as his point of reference is the Ner!'& who 
fiddled while Rome burned, i.e., slave societ~e~, but also insofar as free entor~ 
prise is conc~rned- .. Hobbes • Leviathan. Thus,_ #npt,.only stoicism, skepticism, the 
unhappy consciousness, but also Spirit finds itself estranged: "What in the cese 
of the former was all harmony and union, comes now on the scene, no doubt in 
developed form, but self-estranged." (p. 506) 

It is this spirit of self-estrangement: which Ht!gel also dP.fines as "the 
discipline of culture. 11 That is to say, it is a critique of everything from the 
Industr"ial Revolution to the French Revolution, and including what Marx called the 
"fetishism of commodities," as well as what Hege:t calls n spiritual, but factual, 
11reign of terror11 --the ince1.lect1Jnl run amok. Throuehout 1 we will be aaeing "the 
contradiction be.t""•een the individual and society or between what we would call 
petty bourgeois individualism and the truly social individual. 

Let us remember .also thac we will find here wh8t Marx thOught co~tained 
the critique, thoUgh in still myStical fonn, of the capitalist state: 

Spirit in this case, the.refOre, constructs ,no.t merely, o~e world, 
but a twofold world, divide~. and self-oppose<!.· (p. 510). . 

The seif-oppOsitiOn de'epens not only because ,of its oPposition to real:i.t}r, b:ut the 
interrial opposition ~ich first· is 11Pu~C Insight, 11 which .cdmple_tes the sts&e of 
culture, which "extinguishes all objectiveriess.-" That is to say; in f_ighting 
against faith and. suPerst.ition~· it is Rnlighte·omon.t, bUt in trying to be· an isl.rind 
of safety for Spirit,_ it confines it from.-further self-development. In this cri"
tique of 18th centUry deism and utilitarianism, Hegel writes: 

Enlightenment.upsets the household arrangcments 1 which apirit 
earries out in the house of faith, by bringing in the goodS . 
and furnishings belonging to' the world.of Here snd Now •••. (p. 512) 

The sphere of S?irit at this stege breaks ~p .int(J twO. regioris. 
The .one is_ the· actual w~rld, thilt' _of self~estr~~gemen~,: the 
other is that which spirit const;ructs for itself in the .ether 
of pure consciousncos 1 rsisirig itself, above the firs~ •. This 
second world, being constructed .in opposition and. contras.t 
to that estrangement, is just on .ths~ account not free from 
:it ... (p. 513) 

It is important to keep in mind th8t by culture Hegel d~es nOt tue8n onlY 
the Humanities or the Sciences. He means material wealth and the state, so well 
as the, intelligentsia and their ivory towers. If you keep in mind whs~ Marx 
meant by .super-structure, you will be able to swim along with Regel's critique 
of Culture. 

In criticizing Empiricism (especially Bacon's idea 11knotfl~c).ge is pawer11 } ,· 

Hegel critictzea not only his pr1nciples 1 but the reality on which th~se principles 
rest: ''The extent uf its culture is the measure of its reality and its power." 
(p. 515) 

... He then moves from the 11power of culture". to the p~er of state. ae·re we 
can see. that ordinary .-esychological or moral terms like good and ~b"&_d have a ve~ 
different and altogether profound moaning in Hegel: 
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••• these bare ideas of Good and Bad are similarly and ~e
diately alienated from one another; they are actual, and in 
actual consciousness appear as moments that are objective. 
In this sense the first state of being is tho !'ower nf the·:-~ 
state, the second itiiJ Rearmrces "er.\Malth. (p. 519) 

Until Hegel reaches the attitude of '.'thoroughgoing discordance'' (p. 535), 
Hegel has the time of his life criticizing both the Good and the Bad, both the 
Scate and Wealth, both the Attitudes of Nobility and Authority in a way that could 
encompass everyone from Proudhon, whose anarchism h8d n~ use for the state, to 
Mao Tse~tung, who completely identifies himself with this state. This is what is 
sn I!Xtrf::lordinney .about Hegel, that· he catches the spirit of on epoch in crisis, 
and, therefore, ita ramifications extend into both Ages that are marked beyond the 
one he analyzes, and Personality beyond those that he has known in his own period 
or in histoey. Think of Mao and read the following: 

The noble type of consciousness, then, finds itself in 
the judgment related to stata-power~ ••• Thia type of mind is 
~he her.oism-of Service; the virtue which sacrifice~ indivi
dual being to the universal, and thereby brings this into 
existence; the type· of personality which of itself reno~nces 
possession and enjoyment, acts for the buke of the prevailing 
power, and in this way becomes a concrete realf.ty •••• The
result of this action, binding the·es9ential reality and self 
indissolubly together, is to produce a twofold actuality'--a 
self that is truly actualize~, and a state-power, Whose authorf.ty 
is accepted as true •••• Ii: has· a value, therefore, in their 
thoughts, and .. is honored uccordinglY~ Such a tytle is. the 
haughty vassal; he is active in the interests of the state
power, so far as the latter is not a· personal will (a monarch} 
but merely an essential will, '(pp. 526-528) 

Not only is" the critique of state power total in its essential respects, 
but also in its language, f.or to Hegel speech Contains "ego in its purity~ 11 The 
heroism of dumb service passes into the heroism of fl3ttery: 17his reflection of 
servic~ in express language constitute~ .the spiritual self.-disintegrating .media
ting term ••• " (p. 533) One doesn't bSW to think or be· too bright to remember,; 
in this r~spect, eXpreosions that must have· been in Hegel's mind, such as that of 
Louis XIV, 

11
1 am the State. 11 No wonder that Hegel added (p. 537) that this was 

the type of "pure personality to be absolutely without the character of persona
lity .. 

11 
Indeed, on pages 537-548, there is a beautiful description of Existen .. 

tialists, fellow-travelers, people who break with the 1'Eaet11 to go to the ''West11 

like Djilas, as Well oa vice versa, like c. Wright Mills. In each case we find 
th~t "in placa of revolt appears arrogance." (p. 539) 

This type of spiritual life is the absnlute and universal 
inversion Of.reality and thought, their enti~e estrangement the 
one from the other; it is pure culture. What is found out in 
this sphere is that neither thP. concrete realities, state-power 
and wealth, nor their determinate con~eptions, g~od and bad, 
nor the consciousness of good and bod (the consciousness that 
io noble and the coneciouaness that is base) possess real truth; 
it is found that o11· thQBB moments are inverted and transmuted 
the one into the other, and oach is th:lll" v~puoi."'i .. ·~::~ o"£' -itSelf-.-· 
(p. 541) 
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The pe,rverston is not ended when culture moves over to 11b.a11ef and pure 
insight. 

11 
It ·has always. been a wonder to me how Heg·~l. keeps. trying to reassert 

religion as an absolute and yet at every concrete stage or fo~ of religion, actual 
religion is criticized. For example, he does not deny thi''>t belief or religion has 
always been a fo~ of alienatton which:man had to rid htmself of in-order to face 
reality; he has been devastating when it was the unhappy consciousness that con
fronted him, and again in the fot'm of culture, and now .as "merely beliefn ...... in the 
nether world, as puL'e ego (see Kant: "Pure ego is the absolute unity of_ apper
ception") or ·"pure thought," and finally as Enlightenment. Naturally, Hegel does 
not deny the go.od enlightemnent accomplished in its struggle with superstition and 
in its clearing the ground for the Fr_ench Revolution. But when it is made into 
something absolute, he feels the revolutionary impulse to overrhrow. this idol. 
Note in the followirg quotation hew Hegel moves from a critique of idolatry to a 
critique of any "dead fonn of the spir.it's previous state" which would equally be 
applicable to something like Trotsky's forced identification of naticnalized·pro
perty and 'Vorkers 1 state": 

On some 1 fine morning,' whose-noon is not- red wit~ blood, if 
the infection has penetrated_ to every orga·n of spiritual life. 
It is then the memory. alone that still preserves the dead fonn 
of the spirit's previous_ state, as a vanished history;- vanished 
men kn<N not how, · (p. 565) ' · 

That is why Regel ~o~~.ludeB thSt "enli·ghtel"'ment itsel.f, hawevet.~, which reminds 
belie.f of the opposite.of its variouS separate momente, is just as l!.ttle enlightened 
regarding its own nature." (p, 582) 

Hegel' l.e~ves himself one loophole that ·this is just an !!!!2!.l, abRolute. In 
proof of this,_ .he hits Out against what we would call vulgar materialism: 

••• pure matter is merely what remains over when we abstract 
from se·eing, feeling, tasting, etc.' i.e. it is not what• is 
seen, tasted, ~elt, and so· on;· _it is not matter ·that is seen,· 
felt, or tasted, hut cOlor, a stone, a salt~ and so on. 

_Matter is· r.eallY. pure abstroction.,, (p. 592) 

Read tli1.s alOng with Marx' a description of the five senses in his "Private Pro
perty and Communism." ltegel is hitt-ing out both against Descarte.o. and .the Utili .. 
tariano. 

·.·· 
The last section of the Spirit in Self-Estrangem~nt that we have been 

dealing with, Hegel entitles ".Absolute Freedom and Terror." It is an analysis of 
what happened to the Fre_neh Revolution as factionalism broke up the unity of the 
revolution so that for 11pure pet"sonality" the world .became '·'absolutelY f.ts. own 
will," so that terror succeeded so-called absolute freedom, since, by being only 
n~zative it was "merely the rage and fury of den.truction. 11 (p. 604) In a word, 
Hegel considers that if you have not faced -the questi~n of reconstruction on new 
beginnings, but only destruction of the old, you have,- therefore. reached only 
11~--a death that achieves nothing, embraces nothing within its grasp; for what 
is negated ia the unachieved, unfulfilled punctual entity of the absolutely free 
self." (p, 605) Thio ia where he identifies that ·absolut•ly free. self with a 
"faction. The victorious faction only is called the government;~ •• ,and its being 
government makes it, conversely, into a faction and hence-guilty."· .(pp. 605-606) 

'. 
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It is not only government th~t Hegel criticizes here, but tho philosophic 
transformation of enlightenment into Kant's 11 th!ng in itself." In a word, he is 
criticizing all forms of abstraction, whether in thought or in fact, ·when fact is 
narrowed to mean not all reality, but only aspects of it. He, therefore, coc
cludes that this self-alienated type of mind mus·t be driven to opposition: 

Just as the realm of the real and actual world passes over 
into that of belief and insight, absolute freedom leaves 
its self-destructive sphere of reality ••• {?• 610) 

This central part of the Phenomenolog.x,--Spirit·-ends with the section 
called "Spirit Certain of Itself: Morality," which is just another fom of talking 
about the state and consequently the certainty is by no means peace. On the con
trary.- it movas f~eym Dissemblance that deals with what Kant called, according to 
Hegel, 

11

8 perfectness of thoughtlesS contradiC"tionS, 11 through the so .. called ''beau· 
t:lful soul" (.Jacobi) but which to Hegel is really "self-willed impoCence" (p. 666) 
that !'!an only lead to hypocrisy. And. on this note he endR the part on 11Bvil and 
Forgivet:~-esa.'' (You might return to· the··section on ''Guilt· and Deatiny, 11 pp. 483· 
599, an~ compare the similarity between moral and the ethic-al- ac.tion·~hich had 
previous-!y led uc.' _ into 11Spiri t in- SE!l:f.:..Estrangement 11 - or. the ''Discipline of Culture and Civili.:::!itior: ;;_;1j 

In a word, Spirit, or what I 'call capitalist society, as it was on the 
eVe !)f the French RevolUtion and 'developed through· the terror to Napoleo~ic France, 
has foUnd no ha~ony either With- its· culture or its state, its literature or phi· 
losophy as enl~ghtenme~t, or philosophy as absolute a la Jacobi. There~ore, the 
human spirit has not been able to shake -off alienation and reacb~s Religion. 

Religion, which is the second msjor·section. of the division into two of 
tho Whole Phenomenology, as I hcve' been tracing·. it through herq:, 'iS jest one step 
before Absolute Knowledge. Religion is subd,ivi'ded. into three sections: (1) Natural, 
which. takes -~p both nature, plants, animsls, concept '·of_ Ught nnd tho "artif:f:cer" 
(Egyptiar, religion); (2) Religion in the· form of art; (3) Reveal•d Religion, or Christianity • 

. In ·his introduction_ to this section, he says that religion has o£ coursP.: 
entered before this; i.e., in the four stages. of consciousness we have heretofore 
dealt With Consciousness, Self·Consciousnesa,·Reason and Spirit, but more or less 
on a low level. That is to say, when we were at the first stage of consciousness, 
Religion· was "devoid of selfhood"; when we reached Self-Consciousness, it: was 
merely "the pain .and sorrow of Spirit wrestling to _get itself out into- objectiv.ity 
once more, but. not succeeding. 11 (p. 685) The third stage of Consciousnese--Reason-
more or less forgot &bout Religion since it first 'discovered itself and, therefore, 
looked to the immediate present- .. empiricism, science, etc. Even when we reach 
Spirit, whether· of the ·ethical-order where we have to fight fate 11devoid of con .. 
sciousness," or we reached and perished ·in :"the religion of enlightenment," or 
~inally reached the religion of mora·lity, the bes t

1 
says Hegel,· that· we accom

plished there was to face "Absolute Reality, 11 Th8refore, it is only now in reli
gion that we. really confront the· Spirit of.Religion: "But only spirit which is . 
object to itself·tn:the shape of Absolute Spirit, is··as much ·aware CJf being· a free 
and independent reality as it remains therein conscious of itself." (p. 6ti8) 

Outside of the little· subsection on the artificer,·which· in !act relates 
not ·only to Egyptian religions ·and pyramids and obelisks, but to what 'in our age 
would be called "the confidenca man," there isn't much that I can see in the 
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section on Natural Religion, except I see that I wrote down two expressions, 
11
fetishism of comnodities, 11 and 11Dr. Zhivago11 near the following expression of 

Hegel: "The darkness of thought mated With the clearness of expression. 11 And it 
is through this clearness of expression that we reach religion in the foon of.art, 
which is again subdivided into Abstract and Living and Sp.iritual Work oi Art. 
(Since this section I took up a few days ago those two pages wov!d be c~asidercd 
part of this sunmation and I will not concern myself here with it, except that I 
want to contrast the question of language as it is considered in this section with 
the manner in which it was considered in the section on Culture.) Under Culture, 
Hegel deals with la~~uage as still one other for.n of estrangement (p. 529), as the 
speech of the ego, of the haughty vassal, of the arrogant monarch: '~'etat c'est 
moi" (1 am the State). Under Art, on the other hand, he traces language from the 
manner in which the idea presents itoelf~-Epics--through the act, i.e., the drama, 
so that tha language of the minstrel is trP.O\sformed into thet of Tragedy: "In 
regard to fotm, the langu8ge here ceases co be narrative, in virtue of the fact 
that it enters into the content, just as the content ceases to be merely one that 
is ideally imagined. The hero is himself the spokesman .... 11 (p. 736) ne ~en 
breaks up the question of language as it appears w.hen it is "doUble--tongued" in 
the oracles or via witchee~ and to .tllat·in which it is thought (Hamlet), and fi
nally via actiOn, "l·he pr.'ocess of action proves their unity, in_ the mutua~ over-. 
throw of both' powers and both self-conscious characters," action both as inTra-
gedy: and in Comedy. (p. 743) . · 

The last section on Religion, which deals with Christi~nity, ~s even mo~e 
coritradictoiy, for here Hegel iS supp~sed to resch, more or_ less, the.height-?~· 
his thought, the atep before Absolute Knowledge, and has been put by him in a .. aec.
tion beyond Greek Art, and yet we .. know that to Hegel Greek Art was .. cert;ainly a 
great deal greeter than. the appearance of One God among the Jews, or even the 
Christian God as it· was with the Catholics, for to Hegel the Lutheran Reformation 
tO make· the alleged ·unity. of. freedom and Chris'tienity is anything but abstract •. I 
have a fee'ting that th13 whole section, as 'it. ·has been expanded. in hiS ._volumes on 
the ·!'hiloaophY of Religio~, will, in ac.:t.uality, ·turn: out to. be a devastating· ~ri
tique of the Church or the PartY. But I· have no chance to go into this~ In any 
case, to make explicit what is_ only implicit in Religion, we must turn to Absolute 
Knowledge. · · · ' 

As we reach this apex of Hegolianism--the consllDiltll tiOz:l nf exper_ience, a:f 
philosophy--we will confront the end of the divi~ion between object and subject .. 

This takes the foon of making· consciousneSs itself the object. Hegel lists 
three specific aspects: "This knOYledge of which we are speaking is, however, not 
knowledge in the sense of puLa couceptual comprehension of the object; here. this 
knowledge is t:o be taken only in its development •••• " (p. 790) 

Development is of the essence. It is the beginning out of which s~ething 
arises. It is the middle through which something must be passe~. It is the end, 
"the mediated result," which is really not an end of anything but a process of 
development which is the beginning"~ another procEiaa as.niuch as it is the end of 
a iormer one.. Therefore, it is development where the question is one of under
standing the method of grasping the object, that is to say, confrO~ting conscious~ 
ness. In confrontation you meet the second asp~ct--Relatedness; from.Relatedness 
you must go to Action. Therefore, Action, the deed, practical ~ctivity, mental 
activity, spiritual activity, in a word, doing somethiog, is a.lways tha only proof 
there is of the thought, and therefore etands in the center of all Hegelian philo· 
aophy: 
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It is through action that spirit is spirit sc' as definitely 
to exist; it raises its existence into t:he sphere of thought 
and hence into absolute opposition, !!!"d =!:tu·rns out of it 
through and within this very opposition. (p. i97) 

This is the movement towards Science, that is to say, from individual 
experience through social experience, to a universal generalization of the experi
ence which goes to make up the action: "As to the actual existence of this notion, 
science does not appear in time and in reality till spirit has arrived at dtis 
stage of being conscious regarding itself. 11 (p. 798) 

Time 1s just the notion definitely existent •• ~.Time there
fore app~~rs. as spirit's destiny and necessity. (p. 800) 

It is peculiar how Hegel is constantly returning to" the simple feelings 
even when he has ·reached Absolute Knm.•ledge. He says~ in fact, that "nothing is 
k~own which does not fall within experience, or (as it is also expressed)_ which 
i• not ~ to be true •••• " (p. BOO) 

We reach explicitness here, and have to deal with the transformation ~f 
Substance into Subject (not just Thinga versus Human Beings,- but Substance as· God 
into livi~ "gods" or 'the human a~d divine merged into an extension ~f human 
power). 

In • single page (802) Hegel sums up the entire development'of Philoaorhy 
and Science from Descartes to himself. Thus, l~e move fr.om Observation, 'whic'it 
analyzes what is and "conversely it 'finds in t'ts thought existence"' (Descartes), 
to Substance, that is to say, God as both Thought and Reality, though· abstractly 
stated (Spinoza). The abstraction of this forced unity br1.ngs about "the priD
eiple of lt_Ld.ividuality". (Leibnitz). We have entered Private ,Bnterpr~se, or the 
first stage of capitalism, only_ tn move to Utilitarianism into which the enlightan
ment had "perished. 

11 
Here the Individual Will (Kant) ~omes to the rescue of Abso .. 

lute Freedom, ~r to put it in more human laqguage, men of gOod will. will yet 
straighten o,ut this topsy.:.turvy w-orld -'of Private capital versus labor, freedooi 
versus ter.ror, etc., etc., and since this really doesn't·happe~; we jump back from 
Kantianism to the Absolute Egc of Fichte, or AbsOlute as "intuited." by Jacobi, and 
finally land into the Empty Absolute of Schelling. In a word, Hegel shows the 
birth _of our modern world as Science rejected theolOgy to strike out o~ it own, 
met up with a .nrst statement of the dialectic in Kant, \•7ho tried to unify Thought 
and Science by sheer will, and when that philosophic exertion f8iled to meet. the 
challenge of the time 1 the contemporary philosophers--Fichte, Schelling, Jacobi-
slid back. To go forward,· Substance had to become Subject. This is where Hegel 
comes in. The last three pages of. the Ph~~ are an outpouring of "simple 
mediating activity in thinking" where the whole process releases itself, History · 
and Science, Nature and Spirit: "born anew from the womb of knCNledge--is the 
new stage of existence, a new world, and a new embodiment or mode of Spirit. 11 
(p. 807) 

This new world, which Hegel calls Absolute Knowledge, is the unity of the 
real world and the notions about it, the organization Of thought and activity, 
which merge into the new, the whole truth of the past and the present, which anti
cipates the future. 

*** 
Raya Dunayevskaya 

December 12, 1960 
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Rough Notes on 

H~GEL'S SCii!NCE OF LOGIC*. 

Volume I: Object!\"'! Logic 

Book One: The Doctrine of Bciing · 

Betl'leen the title of Volume I and BOot< One, we are confronted with two 
Prefaces, one of uhich t~as \'1ritten when Volume I was first published in 1812, and 
the second Preface- is one of the last thinr,s Hegel did. before his death in 1031. 
Thus, the second Preface not only encompasses the first volume, but also the 
second volUme (which contains Books 'l'\·10 and Three), which t:ac publiched in 1817, 
and all of his other works; in fact, it followed the Encyclopedia of Philosophical 
Sciences. 

The hiStoric pe~iod of Hegel 1s life will be one point of departure.· ~1e 
other point of departure will be 1914 when Lenin read this work. I will refer,-- to 
his Philosophic Notab6oks so that you in turn can &tud:Y them simultaneously with 
.the Logic. Finally; ~'e. my.st have also our own historic period in mind·. 

Philooophica,lly speaking, Lenin•~ pe-riod w8s summarized bf himself dialec
tically .as 

11
the :transformation. i'nto opp(JSit'e11 i our per.iod. has been characterized 

by ourselves as the Absolute Idea, ·or the unity of theory and practice, which must 
be further concretized as Freedom--the realization of Freedom in life, most .of all, 
and in thought.· Th.at io to say~- in,Hegel's philosophy the Absol.ute Idea.also 
stands for unity of theory and practice and its point of departure and return is 
likel\liae Freedom. But_:·it is ·abstract. · 

A.better t-Jay,. perhaps, to ~xpres~ it is to say ·tha't while in Hegel· the 
unity of .objeCt and subject--the. unity of .the Universal B:nd Individu~l .. ·is in mind 
alone, in the lolarxiat-Humanist outl_ook, the- individual is the social entity• Or as 
Marx put it, there is no proof of freed.om in ·society. except through the individual 
who is free. I do ·not mean tu buiden these notes tdth too many ·random thoughts. 
On the contrary, I mean to ·follow H.e'g~l in quite Some detail, but historY and 
dialc~tic method J§. Hegelianism and hence very brief references to the current 
situation will b~ ma~~. 

One other item in reg~r.O to. Lenin. Along with the Eh!losophic Notebooks, 
· "'~ Yill consider the 4% pages called "On Dialectics, 11 which are on pp. 81 .. 85 of: 
his Selected Jlork.s, Vol. XI, but tihich are actually part t"£ his Philosophic Note
books. I did not translate these becaus.e .they had already been trDnslated, but 
1-1ere. put in quite undiale~tically by the:stalinists as if they and. Lenin's 1-lateri- . 
alism and Empiriq·Criticism Which· follows it are. by one: and the s.ame Lenin, whereas 
in fact the latter is quite mechanical and the exact pro"£ of r·;ilat Lenin had in 
mind when he wrote at the end of.th~ Notebooks that none·Of·the Marxiat:s (in· plural, 
that is, including himsel£ 1 sod the plural was the emphasis Lenin.himself p~t in 
that word) had understood_Marx's Capital.for the last half.century. In fact, in 

'It Hegel 'a Science of LQ.!ds., translated l?Y t-IJl. Johnston and L.G.-Struthora, 
Hacmillan Co,, N,Y, 1929 · 
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this short essay, 
11
0n Dialectics, 11 he criticizes not only everyone from Plckhanov 

to himself, Out even Engels, although he excuses .tha lat't~r, t11ho, he says, has 
treated dialectics insdcquutely, by uay of 11exameles, 'a seed,' 'for example, 
primitive Communism.' The same is true of Engcla. But with him it is 1in the 
interests of populaL·ioation ••• 1 and not as a law of knowledge (and as a law of the 
objective wnrld), 11 

Hegel's very first sentence in the first Preface is a rcference-· 11The Com
plete Transfo~ation which Philosophical thought has undergone in Germany during 
the last five and twenty years." The reference is to 1787 and Kant's Horic. Hegel's 
di.ssatisfaction uith even this great step is due to the fact that it has not lived 
up to the challenge of the times, i.e., the French Revolution, l/·19; up to the 
Napoleonic Period: 

11
Th ere are no traces in Logic o£ the new spiri-~ l-Jbich baa erisen 

both in Learning and in Life. It is~ hot-1ever (let us say it once and for all}, 
quite vain to tr}• to retain the forms of an earlier stage of development t-1hen the 
inner structure of sp_irit has become transformed; these earlier forms are" like 
withered leaves which are pushed off by the new buds already being generated at 
the roots," (Hegel, Vol, I, p, ~.5). · 

The necessity for the new, the Hegelian departure, ,arises from the ~imes 
.!rut a new concept of philosophical method, not the dialectic in g~ne_ral, which 
Hegel had·reached for, bUt Hegelian Dialectic, the form of thotight·which w~s as 
one with the movement of mind: 11This 'movement is· the Absolute M~thod of knOwledge, 
and at the same time the immanent soUl of. the Content of ·zcnC1-lledge~--It· i.s, I 
mair..tain·, elong this plith of self-C:onstructioO alone that PhilOSophy can bc!come 
objective and demonstrated sciencee 11 (Hegel I,· pp •.. 36-37) 

Actually, thia ·is only the fourth page of his PrefaCe (the pagination of 
36 and 37 is d~e to the fact that the stupid pub..t.ishers did not use a separate 
pagination for HaldUne's Introduction,.· Table of ContentS, etc~) and already 1-1_e . 
have co,Jered, or rathe::- Heget·has coveted·. the two ·fundamen:tal_movements of his . 
entire work--the logical .. d~.alec_tical, and "the ·pOlemical·.' ·TheSe, in ·turn, ~ontain 
reality--historic reality of the period in-which he lived and historic reality as 
evolution up to th~t time. 'And sure enough,' Lenin at once noted the ~-10 es~enCes 
of" the dialectic: (1)· The emphasis on mOvement, "thi(movemerit ·of scientif~c ·cog~i
tion-.. that iS the essence11

; (2) "'the path of self-cori.struction 1 = path _q!ere lies 
the ·nub, in my opinion)" of tt:ue cognition, Icno1·1ledge, movement •11 

The· Preface to thri: Second ·.c:dition·is once· agSiri. full of. 11 immanen~ activity" 
and "necessary development, 11 ~-Jhich leads Leniu .to sa}' in the very first pa~agraph: 
"tfuat is necessary is not lifeless bones; but ~ull•blooded life11 and .he stresses 
"an important beginning." .And Hegel,_ i~deed, in: the very ilpproach ·.~6 philo~ophic 
category in the second paragreph is gOing to remind us that "so natural to .man is 
Logic--inde"e_d. Logic itself "is· just man~s· peculiar nature. But if NatuFe in ·. 
general is opposed,· as ,2bvsica1, to t-~hDt is mental, then it mt\s~ be said t~at Logic 
is ratber that something Super-natural which enters into all the" natural behaviOur 
of man .... Feeling, Intuition, Desire, Need, Impulse--and 'thereby atone transformG it 
all to something human--to ideas and purposes •" (Heg"ei 1, p. 40) · 

For s man so full of profundities, he never forgets ·iniPc.l.des, ;_feelings, 
intuition, desires, needs; indeed, it is quite obvious that he·refuses to make a 
distinction bet1-1een physical and mental, and to this day, the so-called behavioral 
sciences, psychoanalysf.s i\lcluded, cannot shine this great philosopher's shoes, 
much lea~ his divine (yea, divine) concept of human ideas and purposes. 
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Historical materialism, strange as that may sound as any attribute of Hegel, 
is neverthell'lss basic to Hagelian analyois and in this Preface he traceo philoso~h}' 
bach. in a 0100ner in uhich it is quite clear that the elements of that total philo~ 
aophy uith \7hich Harx is mo:'inly associated uere present in Hegelian philosophy; 
and this sense of history is present also in bio polemical critique of Kant: 

11
In 

the still spaces of Thoueht uhich has come to itself and is purely self·~xistent, 
those interests_ are hushed uhich move the lives of peoples and o.E individaai:s •

11 

(Hegel I, p. 4:2) Lenin emphasized this expretosion as nell as the one in which 
Hegel said 11Uhcn the Critical Philosophy understands the relation of these three 
Terms so ao to.make Thought:,! intermediary bet~1een 1!!!. and ~ in such a acnae 
that this intermcdiury rath"'r excludes us from things than connects us· with them •• •

11 

(Hegel I 1 p. 44) At this po~·.nt Lenin remarks: 11 In my vieu, the conclusion esseu
tially is: (l) iil Ka\lt ltilowle:dge hedges off (separates~ :J.ature from man; in ac
tuality, it unites them; (2) in Kant 'the empty abstr~ction·.of the thing·in·itself 
is put in place o£ the livinz procession (sh~stviya);-- the movement of our ever 
deeper tmowledge of things." • 

Hegel in this second Preface taltes issue also t-7ith those l4'hO have criti
cized him since the Phenomenology s.nd this first boolt t-~ere published. The sever
est of all criticisms is for those ·uho assume a category, which, .first of all, hae 
to t,e proved, uhich he calfs an 11un1nstructed and barbarous procedure. 11 It is good 
to have in ruind here our opponent, for the Nhole of Russian Coiillllunist theory fol
Ious preciseiy this barbarOus prOcedure of aasuming that Socialism already exists 
and then blithely goes on. If, himever, one tbinltD that- it is sufficient me_rely 
to. ltnon that the Russians assume what is first to b:e proven to be oble to get to 
the bottom of their usurpation of •tarxist langu.lge, Ma1'cust! 1 s 11SoviSt Marxism" is 
~here to ptove the orpo!lite·. Despite all. of his knowledge of both Hegel and Marx 
and even Russian society,_ Mot:cuae Sti1l ~alls int'Otii'e trap ~Qf. opolog'etics. on the 
basis that their professed .theory discloses actual reality. ·Tht:! fundamental re~
son for the b].:indness is, of course, his complete isolation from the ·class strug .. 
gle •. But it is· not the t·1hole of the reason. The other part is the failUre to. 
create a _category--state capitaiism in this case-_ .. for the ne1~ state of the lV'Orld 
ecoo.iJmy in general atid.Ruosia in particular.' Hithout a Category, an intellectual 
iD ·J.utlt lost, sinr;:c he has none of the proletarian inst!ncts to carry him through 
on trodde~ _paths an~, there~ore, falls into eclecticism • 

. Be:fore Hegel begins Book On~ ue have, 'J?esides the two Prefaces, .alsO an 
Intr::>duction. IU the Introduction, his reference to the Phenomenology 1·7ill set , 
us, t.oo; in the proper spit-it of continuity: "In the Phenom~nology of Min.2, I have 
set forth the movement of consciousness, from the first crude opposition bet1voeen 
itself and the Object, up to absolute knm-1ledge. This process ·goes throug~ al.l 
the forms of the nJ!Ition_g.:f..~tP..o..Y~tll.t.. t_o_itQ. ~~ and resChes·.the Conceot· of · 
§tio!Jce as its "('esult. 11 (Hegel I, p. 59) Having ascumed absolute knouledge as the 
truth of all forms of consciousness, Hegel c:an nou proc:ecd to treat both knOlllledge 
and reality in the form of categories because they do include. historical reality, 
present reality, as l-lell as the long road of thought -about it.· That is preciaely 
uhy he is opposed to the other form in which thought is presented in the ph;ilo:
sophies that have not met the challenge of the times. Thus, in criticizing that 
the structure of logics has undet•gone no change, despite all the revolutionary 
development, he says; 11For uhen Spirit has l·lorked on for b10 thousand· years, 
it must have reached a bettet' reflective consciousness of its uun thought and 
its cn-JD unadulterated essence. A compari.son of the form~J to \\~ich Spirit baa 
risen in the uorlds of Pr~ctice and Religion, and of Science in'every department 
of knot<Jlfldge Positive and Speculative, .... a comt)arison of these t~ith the form which 
Logic ••• has attained sboHn ••• a glaring diBcrepancy. 11 (Hegel I, P• 62) 
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Therefore, the need for the transformation of the structure of logic and 
its actual transformation are present here. Hegel does givl! Kant credit for having 
"freed Dialectic from the semblance of arbitrariness ••• and set it forth as a ~ 
sary procedure of Reason, 11 (p. 67) but the actual cxpositi_on is not·, says Hegel, 
"deserving of any grent praise; but th'! c;.::n2ral idea upon ~'hich he builds and which 
he hao vindicated, ia the Obiectivity of Aopearance and the N£.cesait:y of Contra
diction,11 (p. 67) It is Hegel's .:ontt:ntion that only uhen you get to consider 
Universals, not as abstractions, but as conc_rete totalities of the uhole historic 
movement:, does Logic deserve to become the universal philosophy: 11It ic only 
through a profoundcr acquaintance u1th other sciences that Logic discover£! itself 
to subj~ctive thought as no_t a mere abstract Universal, but as a Universal nhich 
comprises in itse,lf the full Health of Particulars. 11 (p. 69} 

It is at this point that Lenin refers the reader to Capital, repeating 
Hegel's description of Logic as "not a rocre abstract Universal, but as a Uni,!ersal 
uhich comprises in itself the full to~ealth of Particulars" snd .then goes int:;,. 
p3eans of praise, 11a beautiful formula, 11 and again repeats the phrase, adding "Tree 
bien~" From non on, it io Capital- uhich Lenin t·1ill have in mind throughout his 
reading of the t'uo volumeS (three books)· of Logic. 

I uould like to note also, although I ~1111 npt elaborate. upon this until 
much later., -that the t-1hole .of the Logic, as ucl~ as e8ch section of the Logic, as 
.well as each separate th~ught. in the Logic, uill go through the following deVelop
ment, both as history, ac reality, as thoueht: the-movement will alt1ays be from 
U (Universal) through P (Particular) .to I (Individual). Lenin talcea it in the 
same form as _U .. P-1 1 - but reverses the ord.er more often precisely because he is 
thin~dng of· the proletarian individual, who ic also che social individual and the 
universal of socialism. Thu~, nben he concludes his PhilosoPhic Notebooks in 
those four pages of the Dialectics I referred to, be says (the translator here 
used the Hard "sinsular," t·1here the strict term io "individual, n and "general, 11 

nhere the striCt term is "univ~rsal'.;j: 11To begin tdth the simplest; most· ordinary, 
~ommonest, etc., propos_1tion, or any proposition one pleases; the leave.s: ')f a tree· 
are green·; John is .a man; Fido is a dog, etc·. Here already \1e have dialectics 
(as Hegel's genius recognized): the singular is the 8eneral. Consequently, oppo
sites (tlle singular as opp,sed to the general) c::Jre identical; the singular exists 
only in the connection that 'leads to the general. The -general exists only in the 
singular and through the singulari 11 (Lenin, Selected {'Tortes, Vol. XI, p. 83)_ 

In conclusion to his Introduction, Hegel returns Once again to Kant, ex
plaining ·that those who t-7ould just disreg&l'<;l him are the very ones who take his 
results and mat~e the \thole philosophy into a 11pillott for intellectual sloth;, 11 

(Regel I, Fn,, p, 73) (You •·>Ul remember that that is the quotation I used in 
Chapter 9 of Marx; ism and Freedom, l~hiCh deals ~71th· the Second Internetional.) 

We are finally ready to begin Book One, but ~1e had better remember the 
broad outline of the uhole l&mis, into tt-~o volumes, Objective Logic· and Subjective 
Logic; .more definitely, it has three porto, namely: 

1. The Doctrine of Being 
2. The Doctrine of Essence, and 
3. The Doctrine of the Notion 
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Book One; The Doctrine of Being 

Section Vne; Determinateness (Quality) 

Chapter I: Being 

-s-

There are only .three short paragraphs in Chapter I on Being, Nothing and 
Becoming, whereupon Hegel goes into no less than five Observations ~1hich st1:etch 
over t~enty-five pages, lrlhich, in fact, cover very nc.arly the lrlhole of preceding 
philosophies, from the Orient through the Greeks to his Olrnt time On this qu~stion 
of Being. ·Thus: Observation One -the Opposition of Being Qnd Nothing in ·Imagina
tion contrasts Parmenides' 11 pure enthusiasm of thought fir.st comprehending itself 
in its absolute abstraction" to Buddhism where "Nothing or Void is the aU!<olute 
pr:l.nciple

1
11 to Heraclitus, uhose opposition to both one .. sided abstrac:t~ons o': 

l!c!ng end Nothing led to the totel conce~t of Becoming: 11All things flow 1
11 

·ohich 
means everythi~g is Becoming, (Hegel I, pp. 95·96) 

. Hegel does not stop either with the Orient or with the Greeks, but ·pro
ceeds to·~onsider Spinoza, as t-7ell aS the Kantian Critique. Not-only that, it's 
quite obvioUs ~hat both in philosophy aud in-science Hegel is the historical ma
terialist: "~·1hat is first in science has had to show itself first tnn,. hisi:ori· 
cally," (Hegel I, p, 101) 

. , If Observation One dealt "ith the Unity of Being and Nothing aa Becon1ing 
in &.prOfound manner, Hej".'::~l hurr:t.es.to criticize this, too, in Observation 'l.).,o
The_ ;tnadequacy of .the Expression 11Unity11 or "Identity of Being and·Not~ing." -The 
poit'iJ:,.is that Unity 11sounds violent and striking in proportion so the objects of 
which. it is asserted obviously shotf themselves as distinct.· In _this respect there-· 
fore mere Unseparateness or Inseparqbility would be a good substitute for Unity; 
but 'these tJould not express the affirmative nature of ·the relation of the ~hole. 
The tJhole ~j~Dd true result, therefore, t-Jhich ha3 bere been -found, is Becoming. • •

11 

(Hegel. I, P• 101•) 

He. therefore, proceeds to Observation Three·· The'Isol~ti~ of these 
Abstractions, in order to stress that the Unity of.Being and Nothing have to be 
considerad in relationship to a third, i.e •• Becoming, and therefore, l-JC must c~n-
sider the transition._- Othetwiee, we uould constantly .be evading the interns~.. -
contradic.toriness, although Hegel admits that 11It woUld bEi uc.i_sted labor to _spread 
a net for all the twiStings and objections of reflection and its ·.reasonings·, 'in_ 
order to cut off and render impossible all the· evasions ·and digressions_ wh~c:h it 
uses to hide from itself its mm internal contradictoriness." (Hegel I,· p; 106) 
He_ ~ere hits ~ut ~this two main enemies, Fichte and Jacobi, whom he compares to 
the abstractions of Indian thought or the· Brahms: "this torpid arid vacuous con
sciou&cess, :t;aken as consciousness, ia Being. 11 (Uith this should be rea~ the sec
tion on Oriental philosophy and Hegel'• ~· It ·used to annoy 
me very.~u~h b~cause I_thougbt it Dhowed German arrogance· to Oriental philosophy. 
But it is. in fact. so objective an analysis of Hinduism that it will explain a 
great deal of modern India 1s difficulties in stamping out castes.). 

. In both an observation f~r Incomprehensible Nature of the Beginning and 
the next Observation • The Expressio_n to Transcend• Hegel has shifted both !:he 
actual and the philosophic, not alone from Being and Nothing to Becoming, but 
transcended Becoming, which is the first leap forward ftcm &U abstract being to a 
determinate, o." specific being, t·•ith nl:ich Chapter II will deal, All. we need to 
remember at this point is that 11what is transcended is also preserved.u (Hegel I, 
p. 120) 
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Chapter II: Determinate Being 

The structure of Logic has nou been set. Uc t~ill at each point, though 
not in as ovcrwhcl~ing a manner, state a fact or proposition an~ then proceed to 
an Observation; in a word, the polemical movement in Logic follows right alongside, 
and inseparably, t·Jith the affinroative statement. You may recall that that is the 
form of Marx's 11Critique of Political Economy." As you know, he was quite disaa
tf.sfied llith 'the form, discarded it .for Capital. This was not only due to the 
fact that he decided that the polemical', as hie tory of thought rather tbau cli:lss 
struggle, should all be placed toge'ther in a separate boolc. (Book Four). That ruu'ch 
is obvious anrl would not hAve, in itself, produced such utter blindness on the part. 
of Hatxists uho could quite easily see that the historical, to Marx, was not bis
cc.::y of thought, but history of class struggle, since, as a matter of ·fac~, Kaut
skian popularizations dealt t-1ith the class struggle "'ithout much concern ~o- t~ought. 
No, it is ~Oe dialectics# the new, the creative dialectics of the class struggle, 
uhich did not separate philosophy--ho.,. long iS my working day?--f:rom the class 
struggle, ~1hich remain a myatery to the materialists who tV'ere so busy "opposing 
the mystical" in liege!. But .the fact that the Hegelian struct"".Ire Could not be 
11 cop~ed 11 by 1-larx, !Jut had to be .£!!.Create~, does not mean· that 'the.Hegeli.ari str~c
ture for Hegel ~,as ·t·Jrong.. On the contrary, he· deS;ls with Thought, arJd the logical 
form of the Universal there !l the Notion. 

Ue have moved from the Universal, General, Absi:.ract Being to a definite 
Being or Something, but this.:assum.ption of a defini~ive quality immediately moves 
Hegel to ;;;n observation•·Quality .:md Negation. "'DoterminatenP.ss is_ ·nega~ion 
posited .affii:matively,.~ ·is· the ·meaning of SpinoZa 1a -omnis- det.qrminatio eSt" nOgatio, . 
a· proposition of infinite .Lmportance; only. negation ae such iS .. formless abstrac· 
ti-on. Spe_c4le.tive philosophy must cot ,'be accused of making· negation, 9i' NOthing, 
its end: Nothing ,is the end of philosop~y as little as 1\'eality is of truth." · 

.(Hegel I, p. 125) 

B1it it must not be imagined that Heg~l is only arguing t~ith "other "philoso
phers, though that is his worlcl. He is also moving to evermore' determinate stages 

'of the concrete, for 1·1hat pervades eV~rything in Hegel-·everything fi"'om Ab~olute 
Idea to the ~imple. Something of· a Chair: oi-_ a "leaf or a seed--i.a his fun:!.:u::cntal .. 
pr~nCip~e thil_t the ·rruth is· al~-~~ys conc::~':.",'.:<e. Because. however.- ·what waS· tnost c~
crete t'lith him .was Thought. and because this early ;in ·the ~when he deills with 
SomethLig, he is already·dea.ling with it as 11the first negation of the. ·negation," 
Lenin gets furious with him at this point and returns to a· wa~ £eel1ng toward · 
Engels by referring tQ th~ quotation about "abstract and abstruse Hegelianism." 
And yet only a few short pages beyond. this, when dealing "ith finitude and against 
the Kant ian thing-in-itself to which. he ·counter poses the concept of-· 110t:her •" Hegel 
states. that 11 'Xhings .arc called 1 i~a themselves 1 insofar as we· abstract' from all 
Being-for-Other, uhich means that they are thought of as quite-withOUt determina
tion, as Nothings." (H~gel I, p • 133) Here Lenin remarks that this whole at.tack 
on the .Thin,g-in•itself is ''very profound~' and ·again 11sehr gut~ t 11 and straiehtaway 
mBkes that conclusion of the. essence of: the dialectic-which he ia going 'to repeat 
throughout his reading !D& whi<n "ill indeed become. the basis of !!l his writings 
from there on from Imperialism to the H!!l• Thus, it is near Hegel's remark 
against the critical philosophy,- i.e., Kant, on P• 13.5 of .the ·Logic that· Le!'in 
writes: 11Diale~tic 1s-.the ~;,ctrine of ·the identity of oppositeB•·how they can· be 
and h~l they become identical, transforming- one into· snother•~why the mind of man 
must not take these opposites for_dead, blocked (iastyvahiye>, but for livirig, 
conditioned, ~obile, .transforming one into ··the' other. En lisans: Hegel ••• 11 This, 
mind 1ou, is.aaid not in Book Three on Notion, nor even in Book ~~o on Essence, 
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nor even in Cection Three of Boo!~ On..: .::::1 lic.:Jsure t·:here ue· are 11 prac:t1cally11 ready 
to jump into Essence, but in the very first ocction of Boote One"· Ch.apl·er II. 

At this point Hegel comments that in the question of determination the 
chief point is 

11
to distinguish nho3t is still in itself ttnd fJhat is posited ••• and 

being-for-other, n11s distinction is proper only to dialectical development and 
is. unknown to the motaphysical (11hich includes the Critical) philosophy," (Hegel 
I, p. 135) It ia bore that Lenin has hia first definition of aiaiectic as the 
doctrine of the identity of opposites, before uhich generalization he t-1rites: 
"This is very profound; the thing-in-itself and its transformation into the thing .. 
for-~ther. (cf, Sngels). The thing-in-itself, in genersl, is _on empty, lifeless 
abotraction. In life in the movement all and everything is ~ to being both 11
in itself" and 

11 f~r other" in relation to Other, transforming itself from one 
condit'ion Csostoyaniye) to another." 

HP.gel proceeds next ·to analyze Finitude and Ought. The Ought in turn is 
follo11ed by an Observation uhere he tangles "ith Leibniz (p. 148) •nd >rith Kant 
;:md Fichte (p. ll~9) who, he insists, have the standpoint, precisely because they 
get stuctc: in Ought, '"t-1bere they p6t'oist in_Finit•Jde; and (which is the sam~ thing) 
in contradiction." 

Lenin is agai:-. moved here to spe.11k about the profound analysis Hegel makeo 
of the 'Finite, cayir,g 11The Finite? that means moyement has come to .. ~n end! Some
thing? tb8t means nat,uhat Other is. Being, in general? that meSnt such indeter
minote~es3 that Being·= Not-Being. All .. aided~ universal flexibility of cOncepts .... 

. . flexibility reaching to the identity of· opposites." 

In the seCtion 't-lhich follOl·7S on Infinity, the critical point is transition: 11

Ideality may be ·called ·the Quality of Infinity; but, as- it is·. essentially. "the 
p_roceos of Becoming, it is a .Transition~ ·lilte th£t.: of Becomi·n.g ·in DeterminatP.: 
Being, and it muot .nou. be. indicated.11 '(Hegel I, P.• 163} Two other observations 
followed this one, One is on "Infinite Progress": 11Dod Infinity-, 11 s~ys Hegel, like 
progress to infinity, is· really no different than Ought, 11 the expression of. a con
tradict~on, which pretenda to be the.~olution.and the ultimate." (p. 164) The 
second observation is o~ "Idealism," uhere he contrasts Subjective and Objective' 

. IdealiSm, and uhich bringa us to Chapter III,. "Being-For-Self." 

Some't·JhBre in this chapter--in fact, in the first Observation--ideality is 
ttiken up both as it applies to Leibniz's Honads, as uell eo Bleatic Being, and also 
the Atomistic philosophy, and !3gain, there a~e many observa~ions ending uith the 
one on Kant'o "Attraction and Repulsion." -No~ on the one hand, Lenin is very spe
cific in .his interpretation here, calling attention to. the fact that "the idea of 
the ·i.:r::.!!:.f!'rmation of the ideal into the real is profound; very importsnt for hia
tory ••• againat vulgar materialism," and yet the whole chapter on Being-For-Self, 
uben Leni1;1 first approaches it, iP. considered by him to be -"dark 1t&ters. 11 At this 
point, during the correspondence with J. and G •. in 19/•9, G. developed her thoughts 
on thie chapter as one dcalins Tilth the developing subject aa it first •~ose, 500 
B,C,, to the Absolute Idea, or the conditions for universality, in the modern pro
letariat. She s~;:;.ed to thin!< that Being-For-One coming. from Being-For-Self w•s 
unclear tr•· Lenin because he did not understand abstract labor as we. did. I:dcubt 
that t.,as the reason sin,ce in· the Doctrine of Being ue are, comparatively, at a lou 
stage of development in Hegelian thought. The fact., .hm7evcr, that he can at this 11

1CX·7 stagen be so profound and point to so many of i:he conditions which we will 
meet in the Absolute Idea uhouo that you can, in fact, not moke sharp divisions 
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even in those most sharply pointed to by Hegel himself--Beins;, Essence, Notion .... 
as is shonn over and over a8ain by the fact that he deals nith Kant, uho wao the 
gt'eatect philosopher before him, in this very section. 

Indeed, Lenin here notes--evidently it struck him for the first time--that 
the self .. development of the concept in Hegel is related to the entire history of 
philosophy. In any case, in the Observation on the Unity of the One and the Many, 
he deals also t-lith the dialectic of Plato in the Parmenides. Hhat is true is 
Hegel 

1

s very sharp opposition to so-called independence in the One: "Independence 
having reached its quintessence in the One uhich is fo'r itself .. is abstract and 
formal; destroying itselfi it is the highest and most stubborn. error, uhich'takes 
itcelf for highest truth; appearing, more concretely, as abstract freedom, pure 
ego, and further as Evil. It is freedom tthich goes sa far astray ag to place its 
essence in this abscruction, flattering itDelf that, being thus by itself, it
possesses itself iu its purity. 11 (Hegel I, p. 185) 

Section l\10: Magnitude (Quantity) 

We have firct nou reached the transformation of Quality or Determinateness 
into Qu8ntity, Being·For•Self having concluded.Gection One, and. having ·in turn 
been divided into three--Beinc~For-Self as such, the One and the Many, and Repul
sion and Attra•!tion·. 

. In t~,e first observation· .ori Pure Quantity,. as well as in the- second obser-
vati~n on KJnt 's. "Antincmy of the Indivisibility and Infinite Divisibility of 
Time, Spact. and 1-latter, 

11 
the concept that ue are approaching :l.s. that. c£ Continuous 

and Dis·crete au,Qg;:,:f..tude. But before he deals Yith these concepts, Hegel feels he 
must attack not only the coucept of Quantity as S~ple Unity.of Dis~reteness and 
Continuity; but also the idea that Katlt had· of four Antinomies, aS if that nuiaber 
exhausts Contradiction instcad.~f the f~ct that every single concept is in' fact· an 
antinomy. In B!;t:acld."ng I<ant 1s. '~Critique of Pure Reason," the attack is on ICant · 
for being "arJagogic ;" thS:t is to ·saY, assuming uhat . is ·to be proved- and thus· re• 
peating the assumptiOn in the conclusion. Hegel protests that Kantfs proofs are 11

8 forced and useless Tortuosity,·" "a"Q. advocate 1s proOf," t·7hich sounds exactlY. as 
if it sayo he t·s a ."Philadelphia lauyer."· He. corisidei:-s i:he dialectic ex.9.mple of 
the old Eleatic sChool of thouSht as superior to KBnt, deSpite the fact· that so 
much of actual history_ had occurred since that period, "''hich certainly should have 
led to a more profound conception of dialectic, · 

Discreteness, like Continuity, is a moment of Quantity and in fact it is 
only both moments, th8ir unity that is, that produ.ces Quantum. At. the-_same time. 
both in this chapter and in Chapter.II on."Quantum," we sense Reeel's sharp diS .. 
taste for mathematical proof as being unworthy of philosophy, even though-at its 
start, in the theorem& of Pythagoras, they were of the essence, and the~e·is ·n~ 
doubt also of their importance, and in fact necessity, to Newtonian science Snd 
differential and integral calculus. Although I knfm next to noth.tng Of this, Bnd 
I am sure that modern mathematics nhich .has· reached into ec~nomics,:automat1on~ 
and space science, in essence all thot Hegel says here is inescapBbly true as is 
all thot he· says on "Bad Infinity," and I dare say that any infinity that is ·nat 
human is bad. I note that Lenin, who did know a great deal about calculus, makes 
very short shrift of this whole section precisely because he agrees l-lith Hegel- in 
his Analysis on Conclusions, 
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Gection Three: Ucocurc 

Hith the very first: otatement, 11P.bctractly the ctatement rr.ay be uade that 
in Measure, Quali"ty und Quantity are united 11 (H:!ge-1 I, p. 345), Lenin once sgsin 
becotuea excited and at the end of it, he mal~ec all those oboervationa .... leapo~ 
LUPZ ~ LZAPZ! The observation on Nodal Lines L2nin co piPS out nearly in full. 
There io no doubt uhatever that a transition fror.1 Quality into Quantity as a leap, 
in opposition to the concc~t of any eradual emergence, is the transition point for 
Lenin himseli, brenldng u:f.th the old Lenin, not because the old Lenin \·HIS eve.:- a 
11eradualist, :1 but because the obiectivity of tbese leaps in ill aopects of life 
is not an~rthing t:l~r~ly c;.uantitat.ive or l!le:cely c;ualitative, or as Hegel puts it: 
11The g~adualnesa of n;:oisine ia based upon the ideas that that 't;hich arises ia 
nlready, s·ensibly or othet'TJise, actually there, and is imperceptible only on ac
count of ita Clt~Sllneso, •• Understandint prefers to .fancy identity end cltange to be 
of thot indifferent and external ltind uhich .opplies to the quantitativ~. 11 (Hegel I, 
P• 3SO) 

To sharpe:i his atm .very cii.!:ferent concept, Hagel go~s ·over. to this ques
tion of gradual tr.nnsition-of Quantity to Quality in EthicS, and ·says, 11A more or 
less o"uf:ficea to tranagreas the U.t.lit of levity, uhere something quite different, 
namelY~ cril.le 1 appe2ro; .nnd ·thuD right passes ove: intO urOD(h and virtue. into 
vice. 11 (Hegel I, p. 3~0). 

The third chapter -of this aection iii" called 11The Becominc o~-· EsSence•i and 
is the-transition, therefore, to the :lecond· Boolt.· 

Boote. 1.'\Jo: The "DoctriUe Of Esoence 

Oection One: Esaenco As·neflection.Into C2lf 

Chapter ~: Chou 

·. The profundity of Hegel· ia set!n in· the fact that.· evim tJhere. he·. thinl~s that 
something· is reletively unessential: and is, ··tl1erfore·;· ri1ere shot·7,. eVen tl}ere the . 
shot·l is ·also objective.- He Considera 11shou, then, ·is :.:he eh.enOm(mon of slc.eptic~·sm 
••• skepticism did not dare to affirm 'it is 1 ; ruodern-·idealisol did not dare to 
regard cognition aa a l:noulcdge oZ Thing-in-itoel£. 11 (Hegel, .Vol. 111 p. 22) .. 
Hegel hits ou:.: acainst all idealisms of L~ibniz, Kant, or Fichte. ·Hegel urites·, 
11It is the immediacy of Not-being, ·uhich :onotitutes Shou; but this Not;-being· is 
nothing else than the Negativity of.ESsence in itsel~.u (p. 23) ":tn fact, on the 
page before. he. said this 1 yhen he criticized both slceptioism and ici!'!:alism; Le~in 
noted: "You include all the ·manifold ·rich~s of the to1orld in Schein Bnd you rejeCt 
the ob~lectivity of Cchein! ~ 11 And again: 11Shot·J io" 2Seerice in~f :ito determina
tions ••• ~osence thus appears~ Chou ls· the phenOn1enoil of Essence in itself ,

11 
Lenin 

further notes that: in this sect:=.on ·on the ".eflectioil of Zsaence, Hegel again Be .. 
cuses .l(ant of subjectiVism .... &ld inSist~, or. the "objective validity of Sh_ou, 

11
0f th_e 

immed;f..ete given, 11 and Len.:~.n· notes: 11Th~' t'!nn·, 1 given • is cotilmon uith Hegel in 
general, The little philosophers c:lisputc nhether one· ot1ould talc.E!: as basis the 
Ecsence SI, the! im.medictGly given. (Kent,~ "HUnte·, ·uachiot:s)·. Hegel sU~Stitutes .!!!'i 
for ,or 1 and explains the concrete content of thic 1and·,·ru · 
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Chapter II: The EsocntialitieG or Detcrminationc of Reflection 

tle uill deal here uith the three development-A in Essence: first, simple 
celf-relation or Identity; secondly, Variety; and thirUly, Contradiction.. But 
before Hegel develops these three, he hac an observation on Sll•called "Laue of 
Thought, 

11 
uhich alleged-ly prove th1.1t A cannot be at one and ti.le same time A and 

not be A.· That is absOlutely h~ laria·us. "Category, according t:o its etymology 
and its Aristotelian definition, is that which is predicated or asserted of the 
existent.--But a determinateness of Being is essentially a transition into the 
opposite; the negative of any determinateness to as nccess~ry as the determinate
ness itself; and each ~ediate determinateness is immediat~ly opposed by the 
other." (Hegel II, p. 36) · 

When Hegel gets to Obaervt~tion Tuo, t>~hich. he called the Lllt'l of- the Excluded 
Middle, he again hits out at the idea that something ~1ther_is· o~ is not A, that. 
there is no third, insiating that there .1.!! a_ third in the· very tbesl.s since A ·can · 
be both +A and -A: 

11
The something thus is itself the third term uhich t-1as supposeLI 

·to he excludcd-.
11 

(p. 66) At this point, Lenin remarked: 11This is very profound. 
~very concrete thing, evAry concrete something stands in diverse and often contra~ 
dietary relati~ns to all .o_~crs, _e;s;o·, it is itself and an Other." .. 

As for the Obcervatiori'·,;h.ich follo~1s on the ldH of Contradiction where 
·Hegel· defines Contradiction as the "root of all movement and life, and it is only 
insofar as 'it contains a Contradiction that anything moves and h~o impulse and 
activity, 

11 

(p. 67) Lenin copies out in toto this entire section, at th~. end of 
-l·1hich he makes h~_F~ feruqua gene'ralization on Hovement and Self·Movement, and also 
the generalization' that the·· ideO of Hovement and Change uas disclosed in 1813 by 
l!ege1, that io, by philosophy, and >1as applied by Marx first in 1847 and by Darwin 
in 1059. Indeed, Lenin can hard!y stop h!mself from becoming a complete aegelian 
and ~tressing over end over again hm1 stupid it is to think that.Hegel is abstract 
·and abstruse, arid hOt-1 Profound io the concept of Contradiction as the force of 
Movement and hot·1 differ.~nt Thinking, ReaSon, Notion is to ordinary' un_derstanding: 11

_Thinldng reason (not_ion) sharpe'ns. the blunted differen·ce of variety, the mere 
manifo~d. of imagination, to the esaentisl·difference, .to Opposition. Only wh_en 
the c'/ntradictions reach their· peale does manifoldness become mobile (regaam) and 
lively in relation to the other,-.. acC]uire that negativity_ t<1hich ~s the 1 n n e r -
n u 1 a a t i o n of . s e 1 f- .. m o· v e m e n t and 1 i f- e. 11 

Chapter III: Ground 

'.L'he very first sentenr.e .... 11Bssence determines itself as Ground 11--lets as 
knot-1 that we are approaching the Climax to Section One of Essence; As·saon as 

. Hegel, in the first observation on the Lat-1. of-Ground• finishes his CritiC]ue''of 
lzl'Dniz's Lat·t of Sufficient Ground, he develops, iti Ab4ol~te Groond, ttll the essen .. 
tiala of Form and Esserice, Form and Matter. Form and Content ~1here it becomes 
quite clear that these cannot be separated; tlt.Bt Form and Matter 11 presupposo one 
enothern (Hegel II, p, 79) and Content is the 11unit.y11 of Fo:..--m and Matter, (p. 02) 
And as we move from Absolute to Det-::rm~.ned Gro~nd and .approach Complete Ground, it 
becomes quite cleer that manifOldness or content .. doterminst:f.ons could be used · 
indiscriminately so ~hat you caul~ cite somethi~g as much for as against some• 
thing, which io exactly ~1hai: Gocr&t6s correctly argued againet as Sophistry, be
cause, of course, such conclusions do not exhaust the thing-in-itself in the sense 
ol a 

11
grasp o.E the connection of things uhich contain them all. 11 

It io at this point that He! reach the transition frt.'!U Ground to Condition, 
t-?hich moves Lenin to say, 

11
brilU.ant: all ... world

1 
all'•sided livino connection of 
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everything uith everything else, and of the reflection of this connection--materi
alistisch auf den Kopf gestellter Hcgel--in the concept of man, t~hich must be so 
polished, so brolten-in, flexible, mobile, relative, mutually-tied-in, unit~d in 
opposition, as to embrace the uorld. Th~ continuation of the 1-10rk of Hegel and 
1-larx must consist in the dialectical uorlting out of the history of human thought, 
science and technique. 11 And at the same spot, Lenin re-thin!to Marx's capital, 
thus: "And a 1 purely logical 1 working out? Das flillt zuaammen. It !!1Y.!!:, coincide 
as does :.nduction and deduction in Capital. 11 

Ue have nou reached the third subsection of Ground--Condition, which could 
h.e defined as History. In 1950, G. urote quite a good letter on that subsection, 
but .J. uas no help whatsoever; indeed, he could never develop the strong point of 
G. on Philosophy. But ue can g~in something by quoting her letter at this point: 
11The essence of H1s argument is this: It io necessary to get rid of the concept of 
Ground as a substratum, but Hhen you get rid cf this concept of something behind 
the immediate you have not by any me~ns gotten rid of the fact that the- immediate 
is the t'esult of a 11IIDIATiUG proCess. It is the' self-mediating, self-repelling, 
self-transcending relation of GrOund nhicb externalizes itself in. the immediate 
existent. Hence the -relentless phrasing and. rc-pbra~ing of his thesis that· 'The 
Fact ~erges Out of Ground. 111 

The -e?tact statcmetit from He·get' reads: 11Uhen all the Conditions of .'a Fact 
are pr_esent, it ent-ers into Existence. The 'Fact io be'forc it P.xists.,." (p. 105) 
Nol·l at'this point, Letiin.urote:·· 11Very good! \t1hathas the Abso~dea ·and_.Ideal .. 
ism to find hei:e? neMadcable, thiS 1derivation' of Existence." (·Te may be bold 
eno~gh to ano_uer t~e ques,tion, or better still, t'ecogni2;e that Lenin:_ansWered his 
c-;~n question i1hen he reached the. last part of Hegel ~recisely on the Absoh:~e -Idea, 
and thet'eupon r,ote~: (1) That one must 1:esd the_ l·lhole of the I.ogic- to· understand 
Capital;. (2) that man 1a cognition not only reflects the 'i.,orld, but- ncreates" it:; 
(3) and noted in his conclusions that there was more sense in Idealism than in· 
vul~ar m~~eri~liam, nhich .made him so. anxious. to try to get the EnCyclopedia , . 
gran3t to return his essay on ~lat"X, so that he could expand the section on dialec
~tics. 

I l1Snt to 1:eturn to th~' que~tion of Condition as History, as t-~ell 8s to 
the. expression that 11The Facti§. befor·e it Ex'f'sts, 11 The History that Hegel had in 
miD;d uas, of course, thC historic period in t1hich he lived, following the French· 
Revolution, t-~hich bro1.1ght not the millenium, but .~et1 contradictions; i.,ee'1 philo
sophically. speaking, Ground had been transformed into Condition and ue did get a 
totality of 1-1ovement--t.heFacc-in-itSelf •. The .nm:t contradictions t-1111 once· again 

. shot·l that facts, fact:_a, !;r..cts can also hide 11 the unity of Form is submerged. 11 • 

And of course t·le lcncn:-1 that our historic epoch, much more than Hegel's, demands 
more of reality than just a sound of ~'immediate& •11 For example, scientifically 
t.,ith Einstein, t·1e get to ltnow that facts, too:~ are relative, So that· ·once again 
we need self·tronac:endence and therefore, in the expression 11 the fact is before it 
eXists, 11 ,.,e recognize the process of emergence of something ne1.,, and iti its emer
gence ue therefore get the transition to Existence. For our terms, if l"e think 
of the actual historical development of the worlting class in liarx 1 s Capital, l·1C 
have 11Ground.in Unity uith its Condition.11 

Section Tt-to: Appearance 

Here again, the very first sentence is a leap forward: 11Essence must ap• 
pear," So \-le can no longer merely contrast Appearance to Essence, because, l-.lhile 
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there may be much Appeara.nce that is only "shot-7 1
11 it also contains Essence itself, 

(which in turn uill soon mean ue are moving to a real crisis or Actuality). 

The three subsections on Appearance at·e: (l) Existence, (2) Appearnncc 
and {3) Essential Relations. 

(I uight state that Sartre's Existentialism is not-~hcrc near thi."s important 
section of Hecel's Logic, for in Hegel 'Vhatever exists has a Ground and iB Condi· 
tion, 

11 
uhereas in Sartrc, both the Ground and the Condition are quite subordinate 

to the Ego's disgust uith it all.) 

The rc:.~l tendency, as uell .es actuality, that we should have before us in 
studyine this aection on Appearance is Stalinism and its ncn·essential critique 
in Trotskyism. That is to say, if Essence--the present stage of capitalism or the 
present stage of the counter-revolutionary appearance of the_·Iabor b~reaucracy.:.~ 
must appear, then Stalinism, which has appeared, is not just any old bureaucracy 
that has no connection with a new economic state of world development. On the 
contrary, the Appearance··Stalinisc·-and the EssenCe--state-capitalism--are one 
and the same, o~ the Form of a neu Content. Trotsltyism, on the othE!r liand, bY · 
putting up a Chinese uall bett-1een uhat is mere AppeaJ:ance and ,.,hat is t:rue Essence 
(~nd to him, the Essence is not capitaliSm, hut the fo'i'Dl of ~orkers • sta_te) has. 
n.ot been able to analyze either Stalinism or state-capitalism. I mean, either 
Stalinism a~ a mere perversion of the early Soviets, or Stalinism as the ab~olute 
oppooite of that early uorkers' state. 

To get baclt to Hegel and Lenin • a notes On Hegel,. Lenin is quite impressed 
with Hegel's Analysis of the LS.t-1 of Appearance, the. t-lorld of Appearance and _the 
Uorld-in-ltself, and the ilissolution of Appearance, Hhich are 'the subsections of 
Chapter· ll of this section. 

. Leniri_ lteepn stressing. at this pOint 11thc remarkably materialistic:". analysis 
that £lm-1a from this objective analysis t·7hich uill, Of course, become the b_asis of 
11arx •a· analysis of the' ecouorn.ic: laus cf capitalism, and when Hegel writes 11La1-1, . 
then, 1.s essential appearance" (p. 133) J Lenin concludes, 11Er3o, Law and. Essence 
of Concept arc homogeneous (of ohe order)" or, more correctly, uniform,_expressiOg 
the ·deepening of man•a· ltnot·1ledge of Appearance,· the -c-1orld,. etc.". Finally, "The 
essence her·e is that both the llorld of. Appearance· and the llorld tthic::;b is in and 
for; itself. arc esSentially moments of, Icn0!-1ledge of· nature by ma.n, stages., changes 
or deepening (of knbuledge). The movement of the t-1orld in' itself· ever furt{ler aD.d 
further from the t-lorld of app·earance··that is t-ihat is 'not yet visible in Hegel. 
NB. Do not th.e 

1
moments' of conception· with Hegel have significance of 'moments' 

of transition?11 

Chapter Ill: Essential Relation 

11

Thc truth of Appearance is Essential Relation." (Hegel II, p. 142) 

The relationship of the Hhole and the Parts~ you may recall frqm my vari
ous lectures on Hegel, has to me been a tcey, D.ot merely to this section of Hegel, 
but to the entire philosophy of both Hegel and 11snc. Thus, uhen I say. that the 
t-1hole is not only the sum total of the parts, but has a pull on the parts that are 
not yet there, even as the future has a pull on the present, it is obvious that we 
have moved from Abstract philosophic conceptions to the ac~ual world, .. and from the 
actual world buck again to philoso~hy, but thh time as enriched by the actual. 
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As Hegel puts it, 11 thc tli.ole and the Parts therefore c:ondit:ion each other• 
(p. 145),. 

11
the TJhole is equal to th~ Parts and the Parti:f to the Hholl! ••• But fur· 

ther, although the !-n1ole is equal to the Parts, it is not equal to them as Parts; 
the Uhole 1B reflect2d unity • 11 (p, 14G) 11Thus, the Relation of Hhole and Parts 
has passed over into a Relation of Force and its ~fanifestatf.on." (p. 147) Indeed, 
ue l·lill move from that to the relation of Outer and Ioner

1 
which will become the 

trsnsition to Substance and Actuality .• 

On the relationship o.f Outer and Inner, Lenin stresses what he calls "the 
unexpected sl:f.pping in of the criteria of Hegel 1 t. Dialecticu .... where Hegel notes 
that the relationship of Inner and Outer is apparent 11in every natural, SC'ientific, 
and, generally intellectual development11 (p. 157) .. :-ani:l Lenin concludes, therefore, 
11
that is where lies the ~ of tha: deep truth in the mystical balderdash o£ 

Hegelianism~" 

Section Three: Actuality 

The introductory note \dll stress that "Actuality is t:he unity of Essence 
ond ExiBtence ... This unity of Inner and Outer is Absolute Actuality. 11 He \-1111 
divide Actuality· into Possibility and Necessity 8s the 11formal moments 11 of the 
A!>solutc, or ita reflection. And finally; the unity of this Absolute ... and its 
reflection uill become the Absolute Relatiori 11or,· rather,- 'the Absolute··as re1~ation 
to itaelf, .... Guhstance." (p. 160) At thiS f,"Jint 1,.n the :Preliminary Note, IP-~:.Ln· 
gets quite peeved at the. idealist. in He::;~l .gnd he divides the expression on: p •. 162_.. 
that "there is no becoming in the Absolute," ·into two Se!ltences b.Y stating "and 
other nonsense about the Abaolutc. 11 But, ·as usual, it. u-:1.11 not be l~ng· before 
Lenin is ful~ of praise of Hegel and his section on Actuality. 

To me, the most important pa~t of Chapter I of Section:Three, th~ Absolute, 
is the Qbservation (pp. 167·172). on the philosophy of .Spinoza: .. "Determbi•teness is 
nesation .... this is the ·aJ?so1ute princip1e of Spinoza 1 s philosophy,· an4 this true. 
and simple insight is the foundatioit of the absolute unity· of Substance. But 
Spinoza do~s not pass au beyond neSation as determinateness or quality to a recog• 
nition 'of it as absoll!te, that is, sel£-negat~ng, negation." (p. 168) ·~P.gAl 1 s con
clusion is that though the dialeCtic is in it until.,Spinoza geto to Substanc~, it 
there stops: "Substance lacks the'·PriJjlciple of Personality." And 8gain l"ater. 
(p. 170) Hegel tn•ites: · 11In a similar manner in the Oriental idea of emanation th~ 
Absolute is self·illumi.nating light•" · 

From notl on, the po-lemical movement in Logic t-1111 t~::~ke- a very subo-rdinate 
place; the observations uill do the same. Indeed, for_ the rest of the entire worlt, 
Hegel will have only tt-1o observations, at1 contrasted tO the beginning of the .§.£!:. 
ence of Logic, t'lhere after but one single pe'?'e on Being, he had· no less than four 
~bservations (really five when you consider the one on Transcendence of Becoming) 
wh:'.i:h took up no less -than twenty-three pages. ·In a J10rd, 'the. closer he approaches 
the Notion, especially the Absolute Idea, that is to say, the climax of his system 
as it has bGen comprehensively and profouridly developed both historically and po· 
lemically, the more he has absorbed all that is of value in the other systems of 
philosophy, rejected that uhich io not, and presented a truly objective world•view 
of history and philosophy, which coutains the elements of a future society inherent 
in tho preseut. (l~e uill return to this point at ·the end.) 

Of Chapter li on Actuality, the categories de~it uith•-Contingency, or for
mal Actuality, Possibility and Neceosity·•are all to pave the way to Chapter III, 
the Absolute Relation~· uhieh io tbe apex of the noctrine of Essence and lfill bring 
uo to the Notion. 
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Lenin begins to free himcclf of any residu~ of taking the empiric concrete 
so the Real or Actual. Near th~ question of the relationship of Substantiality 
and Causality, Lenin urites: "On the one hand, uc must deepen the ltnouledge of mat
ter to the knouledge (to the concept) of substance, in order to find ti.,.: causes of 
appearance. On the other hand, actual ltnouledge of causes is the deepening of 
lmouledgc from externality of appe~:-ance to substance. 1'wo· types of examples 
should explain this: (l) out of the history of natural science and (2) from the 
history of philosophy. More presisely: not 1examples 1 should be here--comparison 
n•est DBB raison,--but the quintessence of the one l,!nd the other history--the his
tory of techniqUe." 

A couple of peges later, Lenin nill note that Hegel "fully leads up to 
History under Causality" and azain, that the ordinary understanding of Causality 
fails to see that it is "only a small part oi the universal connection, u and that 
the small part is not subjective, but the objectively real connection. Indeed, 
Lenin very nearly makes fun, along uith Hegel, of course, of Cause and Effect. 
Hhere Hegel t~rote, "EffeCt therefore is t:ececsary just bec.euse it is m~nifestation 
of Cause, or because it is· that NE!cessity t·lhich is Cause" (p .. - 192), Lenin noted 
that. of course,- both Cause and Effect are 11only Moffients· of the universal. inter-. 
dependenc_e,, of the universet· concatenlltion of events •. o_nly links in the Chaiti of 
the development of t1atter.-'.' And ~y the time he ·hSs finished with this chapter and 
met. up· with HrJgel 1s definition of the next and·:-unal. part of .the Logic, the ~otion_, 
11 thc ·Realm '.if ~Subiectivity or of Freedom11 (p. 205), Lenin translates this Without 
any, self-consciousness ov·er the t~ord "Subjective·, 11 as follous: "NB .. -Freedom = 
oubj,ec:tivity ('or 1

) goal, ·consciousness-, striving." · 

It i~ imPortant to note tbat Herbert Marcuse in his Reason: and RevolutiOn 
also c:hooses:tliio .• not only as the climaX, uhich it is, to the Doctrine of Esoe~ce, 
but more or. less as the Essence of the Uhole of Hegelian philosophy. Thus, on 
p_,. 153, h_e .states,. i'~·lithout a. grasp of. the distiilctioil bet:t11een Reality and Actua
.li.ty; Hegel's p~ilosophy is meaningless in its decisive principles • 11 

Voluce II: Subjective Logic or the. DOctrine of the Notion 

_ Hith the Notion, we reach, at one and_ the' same time,. that which in philo-
sophic terms is oldest,- most ~-1ritten about, and purely intellectualistic; and, 
from.- a Marxist po:Lnt of .view, least·.uritten about, most 11feared 11 as idealistic, 
u.nreal, ·"pure" thought--in a~ror<l, a ·closed ontology .• 

And yet it is the-Doctrine.of the Notion that develops ·the categories of 
F:eedOt:l,and, therefore, shoUici meau the. objective and subjective means uhereby ·a 
naw society is born~ It is true that consciously fol: Hegel this t-ISS done ·only in 
tl:lought~ while in life contradictions. persisted·. But what uas for Hegel conscious
ly' does not explain Bi-lBY the objective pull of the :future on the pres·ent, and the 
prmsent as hiotory (the French ·Revolution· for Hegel), and not just as the status 
qu~ of an existing state. Be that as it· might, let'S follou Hegel himself. 

Before ue reach Section One, there is the Introductory 110n the Notion in 
General." ~·7e will meet in Lenin constant ,r_cferenc·es _to M8rx 1s Capital from not·7 on. 
Thus, in this early section, Lenin notes that·~egel is entirely right as against 
Kant on the question of Thouaht not separating from Truth,· but going toward it, as 
:\t emerges from the Concrote and moves to the AbEitract: "Abstraction of matter, of 
natural J.!l!1 of value, etc., in a uord, ill scientific (correct, serious, not 
absurd) abstractions reflect nature more deeply, truer, ~. From living 
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obscrvQtion to abstract thin!:ins, and from thic to practice--such is the dialectic 
road to knoHledge of truth, the !monledge of objective reality. Kant degrades 
knouledge in order to mal:.~ place for belief; Hegel elevates Imowledge believing 
that ltnov1ledge ia lmoHledge oi God. The materialiot elevateD lcnotdedge of matter, 
of nature, throtdng God and the philosophic rabble defendir.g him into the dung"" 
heap." 

The section to tlhich Lenin refero in Hegel is from p. 226: 11It t·till ahtays 
remain a matter for astonishment hou the Kantian philosophy kneu that relation of 
thought to censuouo existence, t·1here it halted, for a merely relative relation of 
bare appearance, and ~ully ac-ltnouledged and asserted a higher unity of the tt<~o in 
the Idea in general, and, particularly, in !;he idea of an intuitive understanding; 
but yet stopped dead ac this relative relation and at the assertion tliat the Notion 
is end remaino utterly separated from reality; so that it affirmed as true what it. 
pronounced to b~ finite knouledge, and declared to be superfluous and imprOper fig· 
menta of thought that uhich it recognized as truth, and of t~hich it established 
the definite notion." (p. 226) · 

It could also .be said that IChrushchcv 1 s "peaceful coexistence11 and ~erit 1s 
indifferent coeXistence of Absolute and the Particular oi:- Reaso·n and ·Understanding 

, coincide also in the fact that Kant doeo see a dialectical relationship between the 
tt-10,. unlik~ Leibniz. l'lho sau only harmony ariaing front it. 

Section One: Subjectivity 

, Chapter I: Notion 

The forms of the l'Jotion are:· Universal, Particular, Individual. 'These' 
three forms of Notion are the .categori,~rJ ubiCh express developcent in this entire 
book,. even as :lit the Doctrine of EosenCe it lias the Categories of Identity, Dif
ference and ContradictiOn; and in Bein'g~· it uas Quantity, QUality and Measure, 
uith ~his difference: .that the movement in the Doctrine·.of, the Notion from Univer
sal to Particular to lndividual could ·characterize the ntovement of all three books 
Of the Science of l'Agic, thus. Being standing for Univ~roal, Particular standing 
for Esoence, ane Individual standing fo~ Notio~. 

It io this first meeting with U•P·I that malces Lenin say that it remindo 
him of Marx's first chapter' in Caeital. Not only that; he begins immediately 
thereafter (that is, after dealing with Chapter II"·Judgement··and in the Approach 
to Chapter III on Syllogism) to malte the famous aphorisms: (1) Relating to the 
relationship between Abstract and Concrete: 11Just as the simple value form, the 
individual act of exchange o! a given commodity with another already includes in 
undeveloped fotm all m't•jor contradictions of capitalism--so the simplest gen~.:oali
zatiun, the first and simpleGt forming of notions (judgements, syllogisms, etc.) 
signifies the ever-greater ltnouledge of the objective t'lorld connections. Here it 
is necessary to oeel( the real sense, significanc · ,..Od role of Hegeli·an logic •11 

(2) Uhere he rejects Ple!thanov as· a vulgar mate1 'ist, or at least for having 
criticized Rant only from a vulgor materialist point of view. (3) Uhere he in· 
cludes himself lihen he says that: all Marxists at: the beginning of the t~Jentieth 
century had done so. And (4) uhere he concludes that it io :Lmpossiblo to undor
stand Capital uithout understanding the uhole of Hegel 'o !.!lJ!!s. (The friends 
should re-read the tJhole chapter on Lenin in Marxism t:~Pd Freedom,) 
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I have had to sltip <l great .clecl ~·1hich at another time r.1ust be studied more 
carefully, both on the .. quoation of the Judgement .... ;:,here Hegel· lists four major 
forms and a total of tuelve for a suboection-.. and the oyllogiSm t•Jhere t'le have 
three majot' sections, each containing four· subsections. It is not only because I 
sm hurrying to get to the sections ohich have not been dealt uith in any great de• 
tail by Harxicts, but also because for ..Q.!!!: age this section on Subjectivity is not 
fu subjectivity uhich hao abso;:bed all objectivity and uhich we tdll first reed 
iu the Absolute Idea. One phrase fr.Jm the last paragraph in Hegel's section on 
the Syllogism uill, houever, be of the Essence: 11The Syllogism in mediation··the 
complete Notion in ita positedness.'' (Hngel II, p. 342) The key uord is Mediation. 
!t ia of the Essence in all thought, as ~·Jell as in all struggles. Indeed, it 
could be said that medistion ~the conflict of forceR. For example, all of Es· 
sence could be swmned up in the·t·ord Uediation, or, if instead of Essence, you're 
thinlcing concretely of productit:-;., in Caoital, then of course it io production 
relations •. So that uhat U-F··l does in chot·ling. the gener2l movement in Losic, Medi· 
ation does in chot-1ing the concrete struggle and appears 1.n .!1! three b!!oks.: _in 
Being, it is 11eaoure, t-lhich is, of course, the threshold 0£ Essence; in Essence, i_t 
is Actuality, o~ more sp~cifically, Causality uhich, as Reciprocity, brings us to 
the threshold of Notion; in Notion, it is Action, Practice, t·lhich supers~des Su~
jectivity of·Purpooe and~ achieves pnity of Theory a~d Practice. 

:Jection Tuo; ObjectiviJ:y· · 

The· three chl.lpters in this section .... I, Hechanism; .. II; Cbem:J.~m; III, Tele .. 
ology-... arc dev<lstating analyses of Bukharin's Historical Materialisci· ::::ver one hun .. 
rlred yearo before it waa ever toJritt~n.· G .. had a quite· excellent, though a ·bit on 
the abstract side, thirtcen .. page analysis of Bukharin, whom abe called the "philo .. 
sopher of .the abstract univeroal." It ~~afl 11ritten. in Octobe1', 1949, and sometime 
or other should b_e ct;udied since, as.-.usual, ui,th J. it got lost in the struggle. 

For us, uhat ic important is Lenin's p~ofound under"standing in 1915, !!. 
against . the pe1.•iod t·7hen !.!£. zave t!1e. f;reen light ·cc Wlgar QlBterialism with his 
Materialism and Empiric-;-<'":i:iticism, of. the _fact that the me~hanical, · ch~mical .and, 
even telcological .... t~at is to say, subjectively purpooful--ar_e no· substitute for 
the self-developing cubject. Leqin notes here that Hegel laid the basis for his· 
torical materialism, quoting Hegel's fltateruent on p. 30D: "In his tools man- pos
s~sseo· pouer over external nature, even although, according tO his Ends, he fre .. 
quently it;J subjected to it. But the End doc.s not only remain outside the Mechanical 
procesD: it also preserves itcelf within it~:and io its detelmination. The End, as 
the Notion which exiscs as free ogair~t the object and its process and. is self
determining activity, equally is the truth toJhich is in and for· itself of Mecha-
nism •• , 11 · 

Lenin further defends Hegel for hio seeming strain to ''subsume" th!! pur
poseful activity of man under the category of Logic because, as Leain states "it: 
"There is here a ve::y deep content; purely materialiStic. It is necess.irry to tum 
this around: the practical sc.t1vity of man repoa·ted billions of times muSt lead the 
consciousneua· of man to the repetition of the .various logical figures in order that 
these can ac~icve the significance of an a~dom,'·' 

I bel:l.eve that Hegel he~e io criticizing 11hat >1e 1·11ll much later in history 
!tnOl·l as The Plan, Intellectual planning, or >~hat Hesel l<ould call "Self·Determi• 
nation applied externally,: is oo~tainly no substitute for the self-developing 
subject, not even as idealistically expressed by Hegel in the Abaol~te Idea, 
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Section Three: The Idea 

Lenin notes that the introductory section to this is very nearly the best 
description of the dialectic. It is in this section that we will go through Chnp
ter I on Life; Chapter II on the Idea of Cognition, which will not anly deal with 
Analytic and Synthetic Cognition, but will take up the question of Practice, Vo
lition, the Ides of the True and the Idea of the Good; and finally, Chapter III on 
the Absolute Idea. It is the section in which Lenin will write, although he Hill 
not develop it, that "man's cognit:;.~:~ not only reflects the wOrld, but creates it." 
He will also stress over hOd over and nver ag~~ri totality, Interdependence of No
ti~ns o.~ all Notions, ReLationships, Transit~-ons,, Unity of Opposites and various 
ways of defining dialectics_ from the single expression that it is the transforma
tion of one into· its o_pposite, to ·the more elaborate threefOld definition of :~~a
lectic, as including Determinations Contradiction and Unity; and finally, the .. 
sixteen-point defini.tion of dialectic, which passes through Objectivity, Develop
ment, Struggle and finally Negation of the Negation. Lenin will also do a lot of 
"translations" of the word Idea, the word Absolute, which in some ·places he .l!aes 
as no different than Objective, but in other places as tJ:le. Unity _o_£ OJ:?jecti~_e B;nd 
Subjective. It is obv.tous that Lenin is very greatly moved by"the fact .thEit-Prac .. 
tice occupie.s so very great a place in Hegel, but feels that, nevertheless, .this 

. practice is .limited to the theory of Knowledg~. ·I ·do not be~:leve so·. (See my ' 
original letters on the Absolute Idea, May 12 and 2.0, 1953.) ~ 

. Let is retrace our steps back to' th.e beginning of this whole secti~n ·on the 
Idea. On p. ·~96, Hegel Argues against the eXpression 11mere"ty·Ideaa:·:no~ if _thoughts 

·ere merely ,subjective and contingent they certainly have· no ._-further· val~e ~.;~.And. if 
conversely the Idea is nrJt to be rated as true because, With respect ·-to ph~_ncmena, · 
it is transcendent, and nO object' can be· as~igned :to it, in" ·the, sens_u01;1s ·Wo.rlda to 
which it conforms:- this is a strange lack of understanding, for ·ao·- the Idea is : ~ 
denied objective validity because. it ·tacks that \fhich constitutes -appearance; or' 
the untrue being of the· objective world." . Hegel· gives Katit credit. for h.av-f:ng re
.jected. this "vulgar appealn to experienCe. and for having recogniZed· the"· _Objec"t"ive 
validity of thought--only to never have Thought arid Reality meet.·· Hegol·breilks 
down the Determinations of Idea as, first, Universal; second, a relati~nshiP"'_o·f 
Subjectivity to Objectivity, l-7hich is an impUlse to transcend the separation; and . 
finally, the self-identity of Identity and··ProceSa·- so that' "in the Idea··the Notion 
reaches freedom-. •" (p. 399) 

On that same page he· states, in very materialistic· terms indeed, that the 
"Idea has its real1.ty in some kind of matter, 11 Hegel wilt· then take Idea t~rough 
Life through what he calls the Idea -of the True and the Good as Cognitioh and Vo
lition. 

In the Idea of Cognition,· Hegel t-1111 inform us that his· Phenornenolosy: of 
Mind is a science which stands between Nature B.nd Mind,_which in a wa:y··aeems· c_o_n·· 
tr~dictory since it ·has served as the ' 1int;:oduction11 ti) his 1281£~· and· he ·will fur
ther summarize it when he comes to thA Rh~lJM~1PbY-2f.~· 

He wili hit out a great 'deal sharper at Jacobi than at· Kant, although he 
gives Jacobi credit for shouing that the· K!lntian method of demonstration· is 11&1mply 
bound within the circle of the rigid necessity of the finite, and that freedom 
(that is, the Notion, anti whAtever ia true) lies beyond its a·phere and ·ScoPe.u 
(p. 458) c . ,, 

' 
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But he gets les!l and less interested in other philosophers, the more he 
reaches the question of Freedom, Liberation, Unity of Theory and Practice: 11In 
this result then Cognition is reconstructed and ·united tdth the Practical Idee; 
the actuality which is found as given is at the sa.me' time determined as the real· 
ized absolute end,··not hoHever· (as• in inquiring q~silition) merely as objective 
world without the subjectivity of. the Notion, but•ils'obj'ective world whose inner 
ground and actual persistence is the Notion. This is .. the Absolute Idea." (:,,. 465) 

This is because, in reaching this f1nal chapter, the Absolute· Ides, he 
is through uith all that we would political ~y describe as 11 taking over"; that is 
to say, ~~pitalism \·lill develop all·.technology so perfectly for us that all the 
proletariat will have to do will be t.o 11take over. 11 As we reject this concept 
pol1tical~y, .l!egel rejects it philosophically. -·He has now 50 absorbed all the 
othet: systems that, far from taking over, he :f.s" first going baclt to a TOTALLY NEtV 
BEGINNING, . . 

Here is what I mean: Taite a philosopher l,ike Spinoza. Despite his pro
found dialectical understanding that llevery detertQination is ·a negation,·" he went 
to God talting over. 'Thia concept of Abs'olute, Absotu·te Substance, Hegel rejects, 
even ac ~e rejects the Absolute Ego,of Fichtc and·Schelliog,,and the'Absolute of 
the Gen.eral.Good t'lill of Kant. Note h~ every·single time, in no mattt!r whi'cb 
Section of the Logic you toke;. Hegel .reaches an a'bsolute. for that stage, he throws 
it aside to st~rt out all over again •. So that· when he reaches the· Notion, he is 
dealinG with it ac; :. net·l beginning .!!!S..!£ he rejected AbSolute Substarice, a.nd that 

· even his .Notion has the dialectic of· further ·development; indeed ·u, P, I is 'the. 
abso~ute Mediation;· Or .. the development of the .Logic:. If, for ·example, we stop :l.n 
the Absolute Idea at .. the expression:.· "the self-determination in· which alone the 
Idea is, is to hear itself spe:ak, 11 He can see that the ~~hole LOgiC (both ·logic and 
.1.2&!£) is a logic .C?f self~detennination and never more tio :than a,t the very point 
~ you have ·re~ched an Abaol.ute--say,: .grot1ing internationalization of capital. 
You ·then g() !!QS .to taking over~ but breaking it do~m to the 'net1 beg·inning· in the 
self-determination of nations; or when .the state had reached the high stage of 
centralization, you most certainly do not' 'go to· taking over, but rather. to the 
destructi.on of th,e s_tate t · · 

Hegel· can reach these anticipations of the future· because a very tt'uly 
great step in philcsophic cognition is made onty··,.,hen a new way of reaching free
dom has become~ possible, as it bad ~Jith the French Revolution. If at that poiD.t 
you do not Cramp your thoughts, then you .t-1i.ll first be amazed at how very close 
to- Reality--the .reality of the present which includes the' ele'm.eDts of· the futUre-
thought really h •. , 

To me, that is t-lhy Hegel makes so much of the method. It is not because 
that is ull ~~fi!. get from Hegel--Netht'd••but because the end and· the mecnn· are abSo
lutely .insepP.i:able. Thus, on p. 468, Hegel writes:. 11Thi! method therefore is both 
S(lul and suLstance, and nothing is either!:'conceived or know in its.truth except 
in so far as it. is comp;Letely subjcct.to. the method; it is the peculiar method of 
each individual fact because its activity is the Not"J.on.:• It isn 1 t true, fot' 
example, as Leni11 stated, that Hegel ended_ this chapter at the. point (p, loBS) 
nhere Notio~ and Reality unite as Nature, which.·:l..enin tran3latcd to mean ·as Prac
til!e. In this final paragraph~ Hegel proceeds· to sho~~ the link back from 1 Nature 
to Mind, an~ of course we know that th9se· two transitions were in themselves two 
full books. Or as Hegel puts it: 11The transition here therefore must rather be. 
taken to mean that the Idea freely releases itself. in absolute self .. or:curJ.ty and 
self-repose, By reason of this f~eedom the form of its determinateness also ia 
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utterly free--the externality of space and time uhich is absolutely for itself 
and without subjecrivity. 11 (p. l1B6) 

Harcuoe thinlts that it io this ntatement about the Idea releasing itself 
freely aa Nature, "this statement of putting the transition forward as an actual 
process in reaLity that offers great difficulty in the understanding of Hegel's 
sy:Jtem.

11 

But he himself doe an 1 
t attempt tn overcome these difficultiec. On the 

contrary, he disregarda them, accepting the idea that it is a closed ontology and 
the best we can do is talce this method and use at as a critical theory. 

One thing is clear to me, that when Hegel t·Jrote (p. 477) that the "tran
scendence of the opposition betueen Notion and Reality, and that unity which 1.s 
the truth, reots upon this oubjectivity alone, 11 the subjectivity uas certainly 
not to he that of the philosopher, despite all of Hegel's hopes that i~ would be, 
but that of a net1, louer~ deeper layer of 11uorld spirit,'• or~ to be specific~ the 
proletariat and those .freedom..;fighters in bacl<ward Africa, nho just tiill freedom 
so much that they roalce it come true. For uhat happens £Jfter, however, that truth 
must arise not only from the movement.from Practice, but also that from Theory. 
The. negatio.n of the neaation ·Hill not be u generality, ne;t even t:he generality of 
a new society for the old, but the specific of s9lf-liberation, which is the 
humanism of the humcn being, as uell as his philosop~1y. 

Raya Dunayevskaya 

Januo~y 26, 1961 
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Ray3 Dunayevskaya, 1961 

THE LOGIC OF HF.GF.L 

The Encyclopaedia of the Philosophical ScicnceR 

This book io known as the Slilaller I.ogic and oince it :ls Hegel's etm sum
mation of the Science of Logic and very much easier to read than the latter, I 
llill De very brief in su~arizing its contents, concentrating almost exclusively 
on the sections which are not restatements of what is in the larger Logic, but 
t·1hich are neu. 

The first thing that is new is both the easy style and the different sub
ject matter taken up in the Introduction. (Incidently, I have a rather· old cdi
tion*with different paginations than the cu't'rent one, and, therefore, I will.cite 
paragraph numbers, which are the same in all editions, rather than page numbers.) 

The simplicity of the style is, of course, deceptive since it embodies as 
profound 4 theory as does the more involved otyle, and may lead One to think that 
he understands something, eve~ though· he doesn 1 t see all of its ·implications·.. For 
example• Paragraph ·2. defines philosophy as a "thinking view of things ••• a mode in 
l<lhich .thinking ,l.Jecomes ltnowledge. rational arid comprehensive -lmowledge." ·B~t· if_ 
the:. reader w'ould. 'then .thirik that philosophy· is then no more. than CC?mmon sense; he 
would be a. victim of the simple. Style.· In actuality that :very simple ;!.ntroduction 
consisting of eighteen paragraph3 is the ultfmate in tracing through thE develop
ment of phi~osophy. from its first contact with religion through.the Kantian revo
lution .up ·to. tbe Hegelicln dialectic, and further, the ·whole relationship of 
thought to the objective _t.Jorld. Thus; look at· the. pricel·ess formula~~on about.· 
1
.
1
the separatif!t .tendeuc;y11 to .divorce idea and· reality= "This divorce between ~deS 

and reality. is .a favourite device of the analytic Understanding in parcicul~r~ · 
·Yet strangely. in contrast with this· separatist tendency, ·ita own dreauis ;··half-·· 
truths . though they.are; appear to the Understanding something true and real; it. 
pride's itai:Jlf on- the.·imperatiVc •ought,' t-)hich ·tt: takes ·especial pleasure· in pre"~ 
scribing on the field of politics. As if the "orld had uaited ori it to lP.arn ho" 
it ought to be, ~nd ~.Jas not!" (par. 6) · 

That same paragraph expresses the most profOund relatio.nship·. of materialism 
to idealism and if you will recall. both the chapter in Marxism arid·Freedom·on the 
brealt in Lenin 1 s thought which all hinged on a new relBtionship of the ide.al to 
the real and vice versa, then· this· simple at;atement will be ·profoundly earth
shaking w~en you consider that it is an idealist who is saying it: 11The idea is 
not so feeble as merely to have a right or an obligatiOn to exist without actually 
existing." 

Actuality, then, is Hegel's pOint· of departure for thought. as ~·;.ell. as 'for 
the ~-1orld and ita· institutions. So ·far as Hegel iS ·conCemed

1 
his Whole atti.tude 

to thought ;a the same as to ·experience~ for in e.xperienc.e 1. seya Hegel, ."lies. ~~e 
unspeakably important t~uth that. in order to acCePt aild believe any fact~ .we·. must 
be in contact <1ith it."' (par. 7) The whole point is that philosophy sp~•DJ; from. 

* The Logic of Hegel, translated by Uilliam Hallace, 2nd edition,_ Oxford Univer
sity Press, London, Humphrey, Milford, 1092 
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the empirical scien:ccs and, in fact, the empirical sciences themselves could not 
hove progressed further if lsus, general propositions, a theory had not reGulted 
from them, and in turn pushed empii."ic:al facts fort-urrd. 

You uill be surprised to find that actually I 11otole11 from Hegel that sen
tence in Marxism and Freedom_ that created so much dispute among intellectuals, 
that there tY'BS. _nothing in thought • ·not even the thought of a genius, Whi.-;h had· not 
previously been in. the action of common man. The way Hegel expressed it uas by 
saying_ that while it is true that 11there is nothing in thought which ·has not been 
in s_ense and experience, tt the reverse is equally true. {par. 8) 

The re.aoon he opposeG philosophy to empiLicism, then, is .not because t-7C::
could do ~-Jit.ilout the empirical, but because, in and of themselves r (1) tho8o sci
ences lack a Universal, are indeterminate ·and, therefore·, not expressly related to 
the Particular: "Both are external and accidental to each other, and it is -'the 
same with the particular facts uhich are brought into union: Each is ext~rnal and 
accidental to the other." (par. 9) And (2) th~t the beginnings are not deduced; 
tJJat iG to say, you just: begin someuhore without: a necessitY for ·so doing· being 
apparent. (Cf. Larger logic, Vol.· II, Absolute Idea, "• •• no ·b~ginb:ing ~o simple ••• ") 
Of course,. a~ys _ He&~l 1_ !~To. se~~ t_O: :ltnotY" before- t-~E: · ltnow is as absurd 8s . the wise , 
resolUtion. of Scholastic.us, not to venture into the water until·h~ has· learned to 
swim.

11 

(par. 10) But, for any for~ard movement, one must then &o f::om·the .emPiri
cal .to the critical to the speculative philosophy. 

Not only is llegel empirical. ·and historical ("In 'philosophy the ·latest birth 
of time ,is· the result of a}l the systems that ,have preceded it

2 
·and rouat: include 

their principles ••• ," par. 13). But he insists thor. ·you cannot tallc of· Truth (ui.th 
a capital T), .that is to·:aay,·iu·generalities: "For the truth is conci'Cte; __ t~at is, 
t-1hilst. it giv~s. a .bond -and pri:.tciple of unity, it. also posseose~ an· ~~ternal. ''art.:. 
ety of developmEillt;n (par. 14) ln. fAct ·Bagel' never Wearies 'of sayiDg tlla_t t~e 
trut~~ of· philosophy are valueless "apart from tJ:leir- interdependeDC:e aild organic '· 
union .... and must then be treated ·as bas·clesa hyp_oth~ses ·or p~rsonal c.onvictions.;" 

Chaptet' 'l\7o .. -Preliminary Notion 

' '. 

You >1ill note that this is something that Hegel would ha-oe opposed had 
someone asked him to a tate i~ a pieliminary vay nhat tias -~is· idE:a ~f notion a_t the 
time he wrote the SCience of I.ogis and told ·you .to uait to get to. t!ho end~ In 
fact, llarx said the same thing in Caeital tihea. he insisted you must begin with the 
~oncrete commodity be~ore you go off into general absolute laws. In this encyclo
paedia, however, Hegel does g'ive you a preview. of tY"hat will follow. Some of it 
is in the form of extemporaneoUs remarks that he had maCe while delivering the 
written· lectures, (All of the paragraphs ti1hich are in a smaller type than the 
regular text uere .!.e2Js!m by Hegel and talten. d.own by his "pupils. 11 ) He is showing 
the connection bea,een thought and reaLity,- not· only.in general·., hut in the speci .. 
fie s·o that you should understan~ how. tb'e Greek philosophers had become the anta .. 
gonists of tho. old religion: 11Philosophers-·t·lere accordingly banished ·or put to 
death as revolut1onists 1 uho. had subverted religi~n and .the .state,· t:Qo things 
which uere inseparable, Thought, in short,made itself a po~1er in the "L"tl'al world ••• 

11 (par, 19) The reference, of course, is to the execution of Socrates. 

Intereotingly enough, Hegel ic not only rooted inllistory; but even'in the 
simple energy that goes into thinking: '~or is it unimportant to study thought 
even as a subjective energy. 11 (par. 20) He then proceeds to trace the development 
of thought from Aristotle to Kant, the highest place, of course, being taken by 
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Aristotle: "Uben Aristotle summons the mind to rise to the dignity of that atti .. 
tude, the dignity he seelts is Hon by letting slip all our individual npinions lind 
prejudices, and submitting to the suoy of the fact. 11 (par. 23) 

1-le get a good relationship of freedom to thought and the Logic in general 
into its various parts, thus: "For freedom it is necessary that t.;re should feel no 
presence of something else .uhich is not ourselves .• " He relates the Logic to the 
Philosophy of Nature and the Philosophy of Mind, as a syllogism: "The syllogistic 
form is a universal fonn of all thingc~. Everything that exists is a part_icular, 
a close unification of the universal and the singular." "If for instance l~C: take 
th!! syllogiom (not as it uas understood in the old formal logict but as its real 
value), t·:e ~hall find it gives expression to the law that every parti~ular thiug 
is a middle tenn which fuses together the extremes of the universal and the sin
g .. lar.'' 

llhile the Logic is wh~t he called "the all-animating svirit of ·•11 the 
a·:.l~nces.'' it is not the individual categori~a he 1.s concerned with now, but the 
Ai.>solute: ·"The .Absol.ute is rather the ever• present;· that present which, so long 
as we can think,: ue.must, though .without- expressed: consciousness of it, always 
carry \<lith us and.-always· use -it. Lan8uage ·is the ·main. 'depository· of these types 
of thought, •• " (par. 24) He will not allow philosophy.to be·over•awcd.by··r.eU.gion, 
though he is ~very. ~eligious·man, .but he insists ·over and over again 11 the m~nd' 
is nc_t mere instinct: on the contrary, it essentially involves the tendency to· · 
reasoning and meditation. 11 He has a most remarkable explanation of the Fall of 
lotan and the fact that ever since his expulsion from Paradise be h8s bad· to work 
by the sweat of his brou: "Touching work, we remark that ·while it is the result 
of· the disuniont it also is the victory over· it. 11 .·(Note bow very much like •f81'X 

the _rest_ of the .paragraph som1ds_.) "The beasts _have nOthing more to· do but· ~o · 
pick up· the materials required· to satisfy their wants; man on the contrary can 
only. satisfy his wants by transforming;· arid as it _were oi'iginating the ·necessary 
means. Thus even in those outside things man .is· dealing w~th.h!mself.'~-

The ·last paragraph of this chapter (par, 25) deals >lith objective thought 
and decides that- to really deal t1ith it, a whole cbapter is necessary and, in 
fact, the follm~ing three chapters nre devoted to the three attitudes to objecti
vity. 

Chapter Three .. •Firat Attitude of Tftought Towards ·the Oblective tforl!!"" 

Everything in pre·Kantian thought from faith and abstract tin~eratanding · 
through scholasticism, dogmatism and metaphysics is dealt tdth in the brief chap· 
ter of twelve pages. It is re&tarkable 'bow easy it sounds when you consider the 
range of subjecta taken up. This 1s oom~.th~g, moreovet•, that he has not done in 
the larger Logic. All the attitudes to object;vity are something that appear only 
in the smaller Logic. 

Chapter Four-.. SeCOnd Attitude of Thought ToqardL.tfuLOblectiye Horld 

.This deals both with the empirical school and the critical philosophy. He 
notes th~t we could not.have com~-from metaphysics to rea! philosophy, or from the 
Dark flses to the. epoch of capitalism t>ithout 0111pirical studios and the shaking off 
of the bondage of mere faith •. At the same time, the method of the· empiricists' 
analysis, l.s devastatingly criticized, Somewhere later he is to say" that it is 
equivalent to think that you can cut.off an arm from a body and still think )~u· 
arc dealing <lith a living subject, when you analyze that disjointed arm. Here he 
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states: 
11
l:rup:'.ricism labours under a d~lusion, if it supr.oses that, lo.'hilc analysinB 

the objects, it leaves them as they Here; it really tranafonns the concrete into 
an abstract •••• The error lies in forgetting that this is only one half of the pro
cess, and that the main point is the reunion of uhat has been divided." (par. 38) 
And finally in that same paragraph, he atates: "So l.;,ng then as this sensible 
sphere is and continues to be for Empiricism a mere datum, we have a doctrine of 
bondage; for we become free when we are con·fronted by no absolutely alien uorld, 
but by a fact which is our second 8elf." 

!Uth the critical school, it in obvious that we have reached a revolution 
in thought and yet that it stopped being critical because of its divorce of thought 
from experience; "This view has at least the merit o£ giving a correct expression 
to the nature .of all consciousness. The tendency of all man's endeavours is to 
understand the u·orld, co appropriate and subdue it to himself; and t:o this end the 
positive reality of the world must be as it were c-rushed and squashed., in other 
t'1ords 11 idealized." 

He= further accuses- Kant of having degraded Reason 11to a finit.e and condi· 
tioned thing, to identify it with a me_re atepping beyond the finite and conditioned 
rarig~ of understanding. The real infinite, far from being a mere transce~~e~ce of 
the finite,. 4b:~ays. involws the abt:lorption of the finite into its own· fulLer na .. 
ture •• ,.Absolute idealism, however., ~th~ugh it'is far in advance of the·vulgarlyN 
realistic mind, is by no means merely restricted to philo~opby. 11 (par_. 45) 

He, therefore., considers Kant's system to be "dualistic" so thatirtJ~e_ fun ... 
damental defect makes itself visible in the inconSistency of unifying st one moment_ 
toJbat a moment before- had bee:t explained to be· independent and incapable of uoifi· 
cation.

11 

And yet his greatest criticism-of Kant;is that his ph;losophy fails to' 
unify., f:4at 'i_f! to say • that its form ·of unification waS; conipletely external 'and not 
out of the inh~rent unity: "Now it is not becau,;e· they 4~e subjective that thb 
cat_egories are fi~ite_: they are finite by their Very nature.- •• " Note ,how in the 
end Hegel both separates and unites Kant and Fichte: 

After all·· it uas only formally that the Kantian system: estab
lished the princiPle that thought acted spolltaneously in_ forming 
its constitution. Into details of the manner end the extent of 
this self-determination of thought, Kant never went. I~ n,as 
Fichte t-Jho first noticed· the omission; and who, Sfter he h'~\d 
called attention ··to the uant Of a deduction for the categoi·ies 

11 
endeavored really to supply something of tl1e kind. With Fichte, 
the 'Ea~• is the starting•point in the philosophical develop· 
ment ••• Meanwhil~ 11 • the nature· of the impulse remains a stranger 
beyond our pal.e •• ,t-lhat Kant calls the thing-by-itself, ?ichte 
calls the impulse from without ••• " (par. 60) · 

Cllapter Five·-Third Attitude o.f~_Towards the Objective World 

To me, this chapter on what Hegel calls "Immediate or Intuitive_ Knowledge11 

and nhich is nearly entirely devoted to Jacubi 1 is the most impot'tant and essen
tially totally new as distinguished from the manner in "hich Hegel deals uith the 
other schools of thought in h.is larger· Logic. The ne~mess comes not from the fact 
that he doea not criticize Jacobi (and Fichte and Schelling), as devastatingly in 
the larger Logic., but in the acnae that he has made a category out of it by eevo• 
ting a chapter and by malting that chapter occur uhen, to the ordinary mind, it 
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would have appeared that from Knot he should have gone to hiP own dialectical 
philosophy. Hegel is telling us that one doesu 1 t necessarily go directly to a 
higher stage, but: may suddenly face a throu•ba.::k to a !ormet• stage of philos~Jphy, 
~~h.iCh thereby is utterly 11reactionary. 11 (That 1 s his nord, reactionary.) 

The first critique of Jacob1 1s philosophy is the analysi~ that even faith 
must be proved; othen1ise there uould be no t·7By to distinguish in anyone 1s eay-so 
whether it is eomething as grandiose as Christianity, or as backward as the wor
shiping of an ox. No words can substitute for Hegel 'a: 

The term Faith brings with it the special advantage of rem.inding 
us of the faith of the Christian religion; it seemf.l to include 
Christian faith, or perhaps even to coincide \<71th it; and thus 
the Philosophy of Faith has a thoroughly pious and Christian 
look, on the strength of lV"hich it takes the liberty· of uttering 
its arbitrary dicta \dth greater pretensions co authority. But 
u~ must not let ourselves be deceived by the semblance surrep· 
titiously secured by.means 0£ a merely ,verbal similarity. The 
two things are radically dl.stinct. Firstly, Christian faith 
comprises. in it.: certain authority of the church: but the faith 
of Jacob·i 1s phi:loaophy has no other authority than that ·of th.e 
philosopher who revealed it. And, secondly, Christian faith is 
objective, with a great deal of substarice in the shape, of a 
system of knowledge and doctrine: while the cOntents of the 
philosophici faith are sc utterly ·indefin~te, tliat" while. its 
a:rms are open to receive the faith of the Christi~n, it 
equally includes a belief in the divinity of the Dalai Lama, 
the ox, or the monkey, thus, so far as it goes, 'narrowirig 
Deity dmm to its· simplest .terms, to a Supreme Being. Faith 
:lt~elf,· t.aken in the se~e postulated by this system, 'is 
nothing but the sapless abstractio::l of imlned:late· knowledge ••• 
(par. 63) 

You 'may 'recall (those of you who 1:1ere: with us. wh~n we split from Johnson) .that 
we us.ed this ai.:titude as 'the thoroUgh embodiuient· of Johnsonism, and in particular 
the series of letters he issued on the fact that we must '"break with the old" and 
stick only to the "new11 without ever specifying what is" old and what is new, either 
in a clas9 conteXt or even in an immediate historic frame .. This is what Hegel ·:calls 
"exclusion of mediation" and he ·ri~es to his highest height in his critique of 
Jacobi when he states: 11Its distinctive doctrine ia that' immediate knowledge e~.:me, 
to the total exclusion of ·medi.ation, can possess a content uhich is true ;n ·(par. 
65) He further expands this thought (par. 71): 

'lbe one .. sidedness of the intuitional school has certain 
Characteristics attending upon it, which we shall proceed to . 
polnt out in their main features, now that tV"e have discussed 
'the fundam.ental principle. The iii!.t, of these corollaries ·ts 
as follows. Since the criterion of truth is found,: not in the 
character of the content~' hut in the fact of consciousness, all 
alleged truth has no other· basis than subjective knouledge and 
the assertion that we discover a certain ·fact in·ou~ Conscious• 
ness. Hhat we discover in our otm consciousness· is thus exag .. 
gerated into a. fact of the consciousness of ell. ~nd even passed 
off for the very nature of the mind. 
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A feu paragraphs lcter (par. 76) is where Hegel uses the term "rc::actionary" 
--"reactionary nature of the school of Jacobi. His doctrine is a return to the 
modern starting point of the metaphysic in the Cartesian Philosophy." You must 
reoember that Hegel praises Descartes as the starting point of philosophy, and even 
shaHs a justificiation for any metaphysical points in it just because it had broken 
net., ground. But what he cannot forgive iS: that in his otm period, after we had 
alrcady.reached Kantian philosophy. one should turn backward: 

The modern doctrine on the one hand makes no charige in the 
Cartesian method of the usual scientific knowledge, and con
ducts on the same plan the experimental ond finite sciences 
that have oprung from it. But, on the other hand, wheri it 
comes to th~. sclence which has··infinity for its s_cope, it 
throt-!S aside. the method, and thua, as it knows no other, it 
rejects all methods. It abandons itself to the control of a 
wil~. capricious and fantastic dogmatism, to a mc:i'a1 ·prig .. 
gishness and pride of feeling, or to an excessive opiUing 
and reasoning which is loudest against philoSophy·:.nd-'pbi_lo .. 
sophie themes. Philosophy of course tole·rates nO c.~re asset: .. 
tiona, or conceits, -or arbitrary fluctua~ions of iilferenc~ .-_ 
to and f~o. (par, 77) 

Chapter Six-.. The ProXimate Notion of Logic tdth ite- Sith.rfJyis~on 

This is th.e last ~hapter before we get into tlt·ri"- .. .:i~::-e~ nlajor diVisions of 
the Logic itself, In a t·1ord• it toolc Hegel six Chapters, ·or 132 pageS, to intro .. 
duce the Logic t-1hich t-1ill oc~upy, in this abbreviated forui, a 'little less than .. 
200 pages. On the other hand, this smeller LOgic Will be such easy· sailing, espe· 
cially for anyone. llho .has. gra-ppled \'lith the Larger one, that· yCiu ~rill almost think 
that you ar'e reading a novel anrl, indeed, I t1ill spend very little time on the 
summation_ because I b(!:lieve you are getting ,ready to read it for yourself now. 

To get back to the Proximate Notion, Hegel at oOce inform~ you that the 
three staces o( logical doctrine-~(l)Abstract or }!ere Understanding; (2) Dialec
tical or Negative Reason; (3) Speculative or Positive Reason-~apply in fact to 
every log~cal reality, eveJ•y notion and truth whatever. 

There are plaCes· where- Hegel ~s ·quite. humorous ab~ut the_ .dialectic as it 
is degraded for uinning debater's points: "Often too

1 
Dialectic is nothing more 

than a subjective see-saw of arguments pro and ~. where the absence of sterling 
thought is disguised by the subtlety 10hich gives birth to such arguments," (par, 81) 
And yet it is preciselY. in this paragraph t.,here he ·gives the simplest and profound· 
est definition of what dialectic is, thus: 11{.Jherever there is ~ovement, 1-1herever 
there is life, to~herever anything ie carried into effect in the actual world, there 
Dialectic is at worlc.

11 
Over and over again, Hegel lays stress on the necessity to 

prove what one claims, and the essence of proof is th&t soMething hae· developed of 
necesn!ty in such and such a manner, that it has been through both a hiotoric and 
a self-relationship which has move it from uhat it was "in itself" {implicitly), 
through a 

11
for itself-ness 11 (a process of mediation or deVelopment or suffering) 

1 .!;2 10het it finally is "in and. for itself" (explicitly), Or put yet another way, 
from potentiality to actuality, or the· reolizatio:\ of all that is inherent in it. 
Finally, here is the simple uay: Logic is subdivided into three parts: I. The 
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Doctrine of Being; II. The Doct::-ine of ;;:;:soence; III. The Doctrine of Notion and 
Idea. That ia, into the Theory o:: Thought: I. In its immediacy (the notion impli
cit and, as it were, in gerc); II. In ito :·eflection and mediation (the being-for
self and sbou of the notion); III, In its retum into ltself, and its being all to 
itself (the notion in and .for itself, •• "For in philosophy, to prove means to show 
hem the subject by and from itaelf r.takes itself tJhat it io 

11
). 

Chapter Seven--First SUbdiVision of Logic--The Doctrine of Being . . . 
I t-1111 not go into the separate categories of Quality, Quantity, Measure 

or the question of·Being, Nothing and Becoming .. · :ttlBtead, all I uill do here is 
point to the·- ex·amples f"r:om the history of philosophy' BC?. that you get a feel ill$ for 
yourself about the specificity of his thinking and· renlize that his abstractionS 
are not abstractions at all. Two things, for example, from the section on Quality 

t~ill speak:· ~oT themselves: 

In the history of philosophy the different· stages of the logical 
Idea assUme· the shape of successive ~ystemst eacb .. Of t'lhich is ba~~d 
on a particular definition of the Absolute. As ehe logical Idea is 
seen to unfold itself iti a process from. tbe· abstrBct to the' concrete·, 
so in .the bistoi'y of philosophy the earliest· Systems ·are the mos~ 
abStract, and thus ·St the ·same .time. have least in them.· 'The rela .. 
tion too of· the et:rlier to the later sYstems of philosophy iS. mUCh 
lit<;:e the relation of the earlier to· t~e later at·ages of the lOg~C:al 
Idea: in other words,· the former ·are preset-ved ·~.n ·the l~l'ter, bUt. 
in· a aubordinate ancl functioilal position. This ie· th::. erue meaning 
of··a muCh cisunderctood "phenomenon in the historY. of philOsophy•• 
the refutation. of one system by another, of an earlier by a l.ater ••• 

. (par, 06) Opinion, ufth ita u.eual ~·tant of thought, believes that 
specific thing& are positive throughout, and retains them faat 
under the fot"'tll of Beitlg. ~el:-e Being, hO'iiever, is not the 'end of 
.the matter.. ' 

Remember· .tha~ the Sections in the Smaller type are the· ~mea that Hegel 
quotes .orally and then you· nill get a vie'·' of his reaponG.e"to his· audience when; 
say., they. uould loolt uith 'blank faces t'lhen he u·ould speslt of sOmething· lilte ·"Being-
for ... sel£.11 And not-t read the follO'idng: · ··. · · 

The Atomic .Philosophy forms a vital 'stage in the historic~! 
growth of the Idea, The' principle of that system may be des
cribed sa Being"for-aelf in the shape of the Hany. 'At preaent, 
students of nature uho are ·anxious to avoid metaphysic~ turn. a 
favourable ear to AtomiSm. But· it is"not poa9ible to eacape 
metaphysics and cease to· t~ace nature beck to terms of thought, 
by throWing ouriJelves into the arms of At:omir.m. The atom, in 
f~ct, is· !.taelf a thought; .and hence the theory uhich holda 
matte~ to consist o.f atorils is a metaphysical theory.· Nemton 
cave physics a:n expresS ·watning to 'beWare o_f metaphysics, it 
·La true; but, to his honour be it s81d, he did not by any means 

'obey his oun uarning. The only mere physicists are the animal~: 
they alone ~.,·not thin!<: uhile aian is a thinking being and a 
born mot.•phyaician, (Read the rest of para.graph 9D for your• 
self--it is to~·importnnt to miss,) · 
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Chapter Eight- .. r:econd Subdivision of Logic- .. The Doctrine of Essence 

Here again I uill not go into the categories ouch as Identity, Difference, 
Contradiction, etc., all of uhich I dealt uith when sumLJarizing the L.L. and which 
you will find comparatively easy to read here. Hhat inte-rests me are the so .. callcd 
examples and once in auh~le the easy definitions like 11The aiD of philosophy is to 
banish indifference, and to learn the necessity oi things .. " (par. llB) So t-7e go 
back to the historical basis uhich aluays throus an extra illumination on the 
generalization that follomo, thus: 11 The Sophists came forward at a time uhcn the 
Greeks had begun to grow dissatisfied uith mere -authority and tradition in the 
matter of morals and religion, .:md uhen they felt hot., needful it uaa to see that 
the sum of facts uos due to the intervention and act of thought ••• Sophistry has 
nothing to do t·Jith uhat io taught: that may al~·taya be true. Sophistry lies in 
the formal cireumstance of taaching it by groundEJ which are as available fOl' attack 
as for defense. 11 {par. 121) · 

I uant to recot:lmend the studying irt full of the final part of this section 
called "Actuality. 11 It is not_ a question only of content or its profound ~nsis ... 
tence on the relationship of actuality to thought and .vice versa ("The idea is 
rather absolutely active, as ·uell as O!=tual 11

). It is a movement Of and to free .. 
dom within every ccience, philosophy, and even· class struggle (though Hegel, of 
course, never says that) that-nevertheless must go through the actuality of neces ... 
sity and the real ~Jo.rld t:.ontrad.ictions that .are impoasible to sumlnarize in any 
briefer fo~ than the· eighteeri paragraphD Hegel includes here. (pars. 142;159) 
You have heard me quote often the section on Necessity ~1bich ends \o7ith: "So long 
as a man is otherwise conscious that he is free, ·.his harmony of soul. and peace of 
micd .uill not be dist;.urbed by disa&reeable events. It is. their yiet-7 of Necessi~y, 
therefore, v1hich is at •the root of the content and· discontent of men, and which in· 
that way determines their destiny itt~el£. 11 Non you go to it and stlldy tht'!ae pages. 

Chapter Nine-.. Third Subdiyision'of Logic .... The Doctrine of the Notion 

This last OEiction of the Logic iS :the philosophic .frame_t-10rlt Hhich·mOSt' 
a'pplies to oUr Sge. Ii'rom thr. very. start uhere he says "The Notion is the potv~r of 
Substance in the ftuition of its oun being, and therefore, uhat iS free,

11 
you knot-1 

that on the one hand, from nOv1 on you are on your own and muot constantly deepen 
his content through a materialistic, hi~torical _11translation. 11 And, on _the other 
hant:l, that you cannot do so unless you stand on his solid foundation: 

11
The Notion, 

in short,· is v1hat contains all- the earlier categories !.'f Thcught merged in it. It 
certainly io a form,- but an_. infinite and creative form, uhich includes~ but at the 
same time releases from itself, the plenitude of all that it contains." (par. 160) 

I uould lilte you to read the letter I wrote to Olga on UniverSal, :Parti
cular and Individual and then read Hegel on those categories, and you will see botot 
little of his spirit I uas able to transmit and hou changeable are his 0\·10 dt:!fini·
tions. For exacple, he says~ 11Individual and Actu~:~l are the same ~bing ••• The 
Univer.sal in its true and comprchenoive meaning is one .of those thOughts Nhich 
demanded thousands of years befor·e it entered into the conscioUt.aess of men.

11 
'(par. 

163) Just ponder on this single phrase 11 thousands of yearli. 11 

'Ehcse catcgories .... Univeroal, ?articular and Individual-.. are first described 
in the Notion ao Notion, t:hen they enter Judgement, then Syllogism, and then 
throughout to the end, ClOd in each caoc they are not the same, and you can really 
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brealt your neclc. if you try to subGumc them into L1 definitional form. They must 
not--uill r.ot--bc fenced in. llegel, himself., has some!thing to say on this fenc:t.ns 
in of the syllogism, for example, uhich in "common logic" is supposed to .conclude 
so-called elemental theory, t-~hich is then folloucd by a so-call2d doctrine of 
method, uhich is supposed to sho\1 you hat·t to apply uhst you learned in ].'art I: 
11It believes 'l'hought to be a mere subjective and formal activity, and the objec
tive fact, "'hich confronts thought, it holds to be permanent and self-subsistent. 
But this dualism is a half-truth ••• It uould be truer to soy that it is aubjecti· 
vity itself, ll'hich, as dialectical, breaks through its o~m barriers and develops 
itself to objectivity by means of the syllogism." (par. 192) 

(I m:mt to call to your attention that it is the last sentence in parasraph 
21~ uhich J. so badly misused in justifying our return to Trotskyism, Note that 
the quotation itself speaks of error as .!l necessary dynamic, t·lhereas J. spoke of 
it as if it were .tl!!!, dynemic: "Error, or other-being, ,'-7hen it {J:l nolift"!d and 
absorbed, is itself a necessary dynamic element of tr~.~h: for truth can only be 
ll'hcre it makes itself its ot·m result.u The phrase underlined t-78S underlined by 
me in orde~ to streas tha~ J. had left it out.) 

The final section on the Absolute Idea is extremely abbreviated and by no 
means gives ·you all that '-lent into the Science o'f Logic, but it tiill' serve, if you 
.read it very carefully:- to introduce you to its study in the L.L. I uill quote 
only three thoughts fr~m it: 

The Absolute Idea i.s, in the first place, the· unitY ·of t~e 
theoretical and practical idea, and thus at the same time the 
unity of the idea' of life Hith the idea of cognition •••• The 
defect. of life lies in its being only the idea implicit·or 
naturally:· tihereas cCignition is an equally one-sided tvay., the 
m~rely consci~us idea, or the idea for itself. The Unity ••• 
(par. 236) · 

It is certainly possible to indulg~ in a ~sst a~ouot of 
senseless declamation about the idea absolute. But its true 
content is only the whole system of uhich tl'~ have· bP.en ·hit:herto . 
exami~ing the dev~lopmP.nt •••• (par. 237) 

I love the expression that to get to philosophic thought one must be strong enough 
to ward off ·the incessant impOrtance of' c.me 1 o o~m opiniou: 

The philosophical method is analYtical, as well as synthe· 
tical ••• To that end, however, there is required an effort to 
kt!ep_ off the ever•inc.:ess.ant impertinence of our ot>~n fancies 
and opinions. (par. 238) 

The final sentence of the uhole book in the smaller Logic is uhat pleased 
Lenin so highly that he 11rote as if the Larger Logic ended the same: -t-J'ay, stating 

_that the "rest of the paragraph" ~1asn't signifi.::llnt. It is that 11rest of the para
graph" in the L.L. around. uhich the whole reason for my 1953 J..etter on the Abso• 
lute Idea rests. The sentence Lenin lilted becAuse it held out a hand to material• 
ism is: "Ue began t·tith Being, abstract being: 1-1here ue not·1 are we also have the 
idea as Bei~g: but this idea, t-lhich has Being is Nature." This is the £!!!! rer&Jark 
t>~hich followed the uritten last sentence: 11But the idea is absolutely free; and its 
freedom means that it does not merely pass over into life, or as finite cognition 
allan life to shot-t in it, but in its ot·m absolute truth re!Jolves to let the 'moment' 
of its particularity, or of the first characterisation and other-being, the ~e
diate idea, as its reflection, go [()rth freely itself from itself as Nature." 

Raya Dunayevsl<aya, 2/15/61 
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